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Executive Summary
After sustaining damage to a west triangle roof panel, the building area under the dome
of B.C. Place was safely evacuated, and then the roof of BC Place was safely deflated in a
controlled manner at about 12:49 pm on January 5, 2007. There was no injury as result
of the deflation.
At the request of BC Place Management, a comprehensive investigation was conducted
by members of the Joint Health & Safety Committee guided by an experienced, external,
OHS Consultant. The investigation subcommittee had the complete cooperation of
building management, union, staff and contractors. This investigation team also worked
closely with Kris P. Hamilton, P. ENG, of Geiger Engineering, the firm that designed the
stadium roof.
The investigation is based on factual data and information and events leading up to the
deflation. The purpose of this investigation was to find facts and uncover root causes
that were directly responsible for the event, not to assign blames, or finger point.
Recommendations in this report aim to prevent similar incidents from happening in the
future.
By piecing all the information together, this report presents a picture of what took place
and the sequence of events leading up to the deflation. Reconstruction of the day’s
events were based on a number of information sources including eye witness accounts
both through interviews and written reports, weather reports, internal records and
charts, news media, inspectors’ and private individuals’ video footage and photographs,
and engineers’ testing, findings and preliminary reports.
This report goes deeper than simply recording the steps of the event. While the Geiger
Engineers’ report covers the engineering technical aspects of the incident, the
Investigation Subcommittee examined a broad range of causal factors that were
identified during the analysis phase of investigation. In addition to dealing with many
complex technical aspects of the event, the subcommittee also looked closely into the
operational side. Both the Engineers’ report and this investigation report taken
together, address the complete scope of the roof deflation incident.
Event Description
Simply stated, heat and the number of fans circulating air at the roof were not
increased, when snow was imminent, nor were they increased when snow was
observed. As the snow accumulated, unchecked, the roof became heavily loaded to the
point it started to lose its shape. The change in the roof was not noticed until the main
speaker cluster was observed to be very low, and the center of the roof appeared very
flat on the inside.
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At this point building personnel reacted by increasing building pressure and activating
the snow melt roof heating system. The roof shape did not appear to be recovering as
expected because the requested computer systems pressure setting was conflicting with
the buildings pneumatic control systems. This caused the relief vents to bleed off the
intended pressure increase. At this point the pressure set point on the pneumatic
control system was increased. When the systems finally reacted to the commands, the
combination of set‐point increase and other factors caused a brief pressure excursion,
substantially above the requested pressure set‐point, which quickly but briefly restored
the roof to a higher than normal profile. The buildings pneumatic relief system was very
slow to react, but after a few minutes it brought the pressure back down to the set
point pressure. By now it was too late as the unstable mass or pond, consisting of
water, snow and ice to move towards the west triangle panel. It was the movement of
water, snow and ice from panel to panel that caused the inverted panels to pop up,
creating very loud sounds recounted by witnesses. As the mass reached the end of its
travel at the west triangle panel, the resulting avalanche caused the west triangle panel
to bulge inward about 7.5 to 8 feet. At the same time, this mass hit the ring‐beam area
below the west panel with a tremendous force well beyond the roof panel material’s
design loading. A tear on the west triangle panel occurred.
As the damaged panel continued to tear, it was no longer practical to maintain
adequate internal pressure as further damage was imminent. The decision was made to
safely evacuate the building, and to start turning off pressure support systems which
eased the roof down into its construction position in a safe manner. The roof slowly
defaulted to its construction position approximately 6 meters above the Stadium floor
and seats.
Once the roof was stable in its construction position, a safety and structural assessment
was conducted. As each area was deemed safe, workers were directed to begin
assessment and water control. A number of professionals were on site to assess the
damage both up on the ring‐beam and inside the Stadium.
Causal Analysis and Discussion
Based on the factual information and data, key factors are highlighted and examined to
determine how they had contributed to the incident. These factors are weather, roof
loading, roof fabric, equipment, policies and procedures, Stadium culture, and crisis
management. Different causal analysis methodologies were used in fleshing out the
details and ultimately pinpointing the root cause.
It is important to note that evidence collected during this investigation clearly dispels
any notion that personnel other than the control room operator were flipping different
switches at the same time in attempting to recover the roof in crisis. All commands
were initiated by the control room operator through the building automation computer
and not by personnel turning on fans with switches from the rear Honeywell panel. All
the requested pressure settings were well within the known safe operating range of the
building.
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Root Cause
The causal analysis of this event points directly to the lack of effective policies,
procedures and training as the root cause of this incident.
Furthermore, a general “blindness” and lack of understanding and training related to
the roof support systems, operating within an environment where policies and
procedures were full of holes, had allowed snow accumulation to go unnoticed. Poor or
very little roof‐in‐crisis identification, assessment and training along with conflicting
control room systems all came into play to cause the damage to the west triangle panel.

Recommendations
The corrective actions clearly supported by this investigation can be broken into the
following 5 categories:
1. Create, inform, implement and post a “No Snow Accumulation” policy for the
roof. This policy would become the goal for the Stadium in keeping the roof up.
It defines the facility philosophy and makes it clear to all parties that every effort
will be made to prevent snow from accumulating on the roof.
2. Without further delay, complete an external audit of Stadium Operations to
focus on policies, procedures and training then immediately implement the
corrective actions. This includes risk identification and management in Stadium
maintenance and operations.
3. Immediately have a qualified person, assisted by a qualified testing laboratory
conduct a physical assessment of the roof material and seams adjacent to the
ring‐beam starting with each of the triangle panels. Make the necessary
corrections.
4. Have a qualified person, knowledgeable in these roof systems, assess, modify
and update roof support control systems including a method for the control
room to see the roof and know when it is in crisis.
5. Complete a comprehensive independent external, audit of the Occupational
Health & Safety program of this facility and implement recommendations.
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Introduction and Overview
The report summarizes the Joint Health & Safety Committee’s incident investigation of
the BC Place roof deflation incident took place on January 5, 2007.
Following the controlled deflation on Jan 5, 2007, at the request of BC Place
Management, an internal investigation was conducted by members of the Joint Health
& Safety Committee with the assistance of an external OHS Consultant. The
investigation is based on factual data and information and events leading up to the
deflation. Members on the investigation subcommittee and the joint health & safety
committee left their management or union hats outside the investigation door to ensure
the investigation was done through an objective, impartial lens. The purpose of this
investigation was to find facts and uncover root causes that were directly responsible
for the event, not to assign blames, or finger point. The recommendations put forth at
the end of the document aim to prevent similar events from happening in the future.
By piecing all the information together, this report presents a clear picture of what took
place and the sequence of events leading up to the deflation. Reconstruction of the
day’s events were based on a number of information sources including eye witness
accounts both through interviews and written reports, weather reports, internal records
and charts, control room logs, news media, inspectors’ and private individuals’ video
footage and photographs, and engineers’ testing, findings and preliminary reports.
This report goes deeper than simply recording the steps of the event. While the Geiger
Engineers’ report covers the engineering technical aspects of the incident, the
Investigation Subcommittee examined a broad range of causal factors that were
identified during the analysis phase of investigation. In addition to dealing with much
Stadium specific technical information, the subcommittee also looked closely into the
operational side. Both the Engineers’ report and this investigation report taken
together address the complete scope of the roof deflation incident.
This investigation report consists of various sections, starting off with a detailed account
of the day’s event, followed by commentaries and in‐depth discussions on key elements
and factors to determine their significance in the roof deflation incident. Casual analysis
employing different methodologies was used to identify root causes and associated
contributing causes.
As this report contains many technical terms specific to the BC Place’s roof support
system, which might be unfamiliar to some readers, please refer to Appendix “A” ‐ Roof
Support Pressure Control Systems Description. For the purpose of keeping the main
report succinct, technical data and supporting information are made available in the
appendices.
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This internal investigation had the complete cooperation of building management,
union, staff, contractors, professionals and private citizens. This investigation team also
worked closely with Kris P. Hamilton, P. ENG, of Geiger Engineering, the firm that
designed the stadium roof. We wish to express our appreciation to all these parties in
their assistance in the investigating process.
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Sequence of Events
The Control room operates in a 12‐hr rotation, 0700 to 1900 as day shift, 1900 to next
day 0700 as night shift. This sequence of events initiates from the night shift of Jan 4
(1900 of Jan 4/07 to 0700 of Jan 5/07). A typical control room shift is a two‐staff‐
member team: a Control Room Operator who is responsible for the monitoring of
systems and controls of the building and an East Airlock Security who is responsible for
internal and external security and patrol of the building.
The data collected during the investigation supports the following scenario:
Jan 4
The shift was described to have started like any other, normal, uneventful night shift.
23:13 a low temperature outside alarm came in indicating and printing out “near freezing
outside temp, watch for snow”.
Jan 5
04:10, Smoke alarm on fire panel, Zone 3, sent East Airlock (EAL) Security to check it out.
Shower in coach’s locker room was left on and steam set off alarm. Turned off shower.
04:20, Control Room (CR) Operator tried to reset alarm, but the whole panel lit up like a
Christmas tree. All indicator lights came on.
04:25, CR Operator called supervisor but could not get him at home, so called the 2nd
supervisor at home, and left message on machine as there was no answer.
04:27, Because they had no idea why the fire panel was all lit up the security person decided to
go on active fire watch.
04:29, 1st snow condition alarm came in. 1‐hour delay started to countdown (system default
setting). The CR Operator activated the 15‐hour delay on the rear Honeywell panel. (See
Appendix “C” – Roof Support Snow Melt System)
04:30, The roof sensor sent a moisture alarm and printed “Precipitation detected at roof
sensors”. (the system is confirming that both low temperature and moisture exist,
showing a real possibility of snow).
04:31, CR Operator went outside of east air lock to observe weather. It was snowing lightly but
he could not see any accumulation on the roof.
04:40, CR Operator called Environment Canada weather office for report. The weather report
was given as follows:
GREATER VANCOUVER. TODAY.PERIODS OF SNOW CHANGING TO PERIODS OF RAIN THIS MORNING.
RAINFALL AMOUNT 20 TO 30 MM. BECOMING WINDY. HIGH 8. TONIGHT.PERIODS OF RAIN ENDING
OVERNIGHT THEN CLOUDY WITH 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS. AMOUNT 10 MM. WINDY. LOW PLUS
5.

05:00, By this time, neither of the supervisors had called back, so the CR Operator decided to
call the Director of Operations regarding the fire alarm, and snow condition alarm. The
Director asked the Operator to reset the fire panel and was told CR had tried that, but
the whole fire panel lit up like a Christmas tree. Director said he would be there around
6:15 to 06:30.
05:05, Engineering supervisor (2nd call) called back in response to the message they left. CR
Operator told him he had already spoken to the director and he was on his way in.
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Supervisor discussed fire panel problem and had told them not to worry about it and
the technician would fix it when he gets in at 08:00.
05:42, Unbeknownst to the CR Operator, the Environment Canada weather office had now
issued a new report at 0542:
GREATER VANCOUVER. TODAY. PERIODS OF SNOW CHANGING TO PERIODS OF RAIN THIS MORNING.
SNOWFALL AMOUNT 2 CM. RAINFALL AMOUNTS 20 TO 30 MM. BECOMING WINDY. HIGH 8. TONIGHT.
PERIODS OF RAIN ENDING OVERNIGHT THEN CLOUDY WITH 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS. AMOUNT
10 MM. WINDY. LOW PLUS 5.

05:53 1st snow condition alarm cancelled itself, indicating snow conditions have cleared.
05:59, 2nd snow condition alarm came in from the sensors, 1‐hour delay started to countdown
by default of the system and the 15‐hour delay button was manually activated.
06:09, 2nd snow condition alarm cancelled itself, indicating snow conditions have cleared.
06:14, 3rd snow condition alarm came in, 1‐hour delay started to countdown by default of the
system and the 15‐hour delay button was manually activated.
06:20, The Director arrived, reviewed situation with the CR Operator, then went into the
Operations office and printed out the latest weather report.
06:27, 3rd snow condition alarm cancelled itself, indicating snow conditions have cleared.
It should be noted at this point that all staff and supervisors that were interviewed had
specifically noted snow accumulation of up to 2 inches of slushy wet snow on the ground outside
of the stadium as they were starting to arrive at work. Some reported rain, some sleet and some
snow but all noted the accumulation on the ground.
06:45, The director spoke to the next shift CR Operator (07:00 – 19:00) as he had showed up
early for his shift. Gave him a copy of the Environment Canada weather report issued at
05:42 which he had printed out when he got in. He also reiterated with the CR Operator
to watch the weather and apply heat at his discretion.
06:45, At this time, the Environment Canada weather office issued an updated advisory
indicating the following but it was unknown to staff.
GREATER VANCOUVER, SNOWFALL WARNING IN EFFECT.
TODAY PERIODS OF SNOW CHANGING TO PERIODS OF RAIN THIS MORNING. SNOWFALL AMOUNT 2 CM
EXCEPT 10 CM OVER HIGHER TERRAIN. RAINFALL AMOUNT 20 TO 30 MM. WINDY. HIGH 8,
TONIGHT.PERIODS OF RAIN ENDING OVERNIGHT THEN CLOUDY WITH 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS
AMOUNT 10 MM. WINDY. LOW, PLUS 5.

06:57, Control room shift change, new operator signed on.
It should be noted at this point that most of the interviewed staff, commented that the
temperature inside the building that morning was cooler than usual. During the morning of
January 5, 2007, the inside building temperature was set at 10 degree celcius. This is the
minimum temperature setting allowed. There were 2 adjustable speed fans (ASD’s), #10 in Fan
Room #5 & #15 in Fan Room #8. The computer set‐point was set at 250 Pa. Because it was a
turf‐up day, to increase ventilation for the diesel powered forklift, two constant speed fans
(CSF’s) #4 in Fan Room 2, fan #14 in Fan Room 7 were turned on. These 2 constant speed fans
are in re‐circulation mode because the building pressure is maintained by the computer driven
Adjustable Speed Drives. The computer pressure set‐point was at 250 Pa, the pressure and relief
controllers, on the manual Honeywell control panel were set at 250 Pa for the pressure
controllers and at 300 Pa for the relief controller. This appears to follow the buildings procedure
manual. So up until 12.33, there were 2 ASD’s and 2 CSF’s in operation.
08:10, Shortly after shift briefing, one worker from the Turf up crew commented to the CR
Operator and a supervisor: “Why am I not wearing my t‐shirt inside this morning?” The
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08:16,
08:17,
08:18,
08:34,
09:00,
10:05,
10:15,
10:30,

10:55,

11:00,

response was economics dictate we do not need the heat. (The worker here referred to
when snow melt is on, the Stadium would be heated and warm enough to wear only a t‐
shirt).
CR Operator turned on constant speed fan 4 in room 2. This is a standard procedure for
turf‐up operation.
4th snow condition alarm came in. 1‐hour delay started to countdown.
CR Operator turned on constant speed fan 14 in room 7. This is also part of the standard
procedure for turf‐up operation.
the 15‐hour delay for snow melt was manually activated.
A worker had been working on Level 2 and noticed outside snow accumulation. Worker
then went into Control Room and asked why snow melt wasn’t on.
4th snow condition alarm cleared itself, indicating snow conditions have cleared.
A turf‐up worker noticed the speaker cluster was hanging at a very odd and crooked
angle.
Duty Manager (DM) when doing rounds on level 2, noted about 2 inches of wet snow on
the plaza deck with what appeared to be very wet looking footprints in it. When rounds
were finished the DM went into the control room and reported her observation to the
CR Operator. The CR Operator looked in the camera at the roof and saw no snow, so
told the DM that the snow had slid off of the roof and not to worry. What was not
realized was that the roof area visible to the camera was above the section of the
stadium affected by Fan Room #2. As such the residual heat combined with the air
circulation from the fan in Fan Room #2 had melted the snow in that area. The camera
did not see the rest of the roof which was still covered with snow and possibly frozen
snow.
The pressure dial chart changed. This is a daily activity in the Control Room, pressure
dial charts are changed every 24 hours at 1100. On January 5, time indicated on the
chart seems to be slightly out of sync when compared to the computer data printout
logs. The chart appears to be about 3 or 4 minutes behind the actual time line.
Unbeknownst to the Control Room, Environment Canada weather office issued again a
snowfall advisory:
GREATER VANCOUVER SNOW FALL WARNING IN EFFECT
TODAY.PERIODS OF RAIN AT TIMES MIXED WITH SNOW NEAR NOON. SNOWFALL AMOUNT 2 CM EXCEPT
10 CM OVER HIGHER TERRAIN. RAINFALL AMOUNT 20 TO 30 MM WIND SOUTH 40 TO 60 KM/H BECOMING
SOUTHWEST 30 GUSTING TO 60 EARLY THIS AFTERNOON, HIGH 6

11:01, 5th snow condition alarm came in. 1‐hour delay started to countdown, and the 15‐hour
delay button was manually activated.
11:20, East Airlock Security and the Director of Operations went outside to the Terry Fox plaza
to deal with a vagrant. EAL Security reported there was wet snow falling and noticed a
little snow sticking to roof looking up from Terry Fox area.
11:30, Two workers from the turf‐up crew went outside at the Disabled Entrance by the turf
storage area and noticed heavy, big flakes of wet snow was falling.
Lunch break, from 12 noon to 12:30 so no one was working on the field during this time.
12:06, 5th snow condition alarm cleared itself, indicating snow conditions have cleared.
12:10, CR Operator left the Control Room to grab a pop, he walked out to the east field
entrance and looked up at the roof. He remembers the roof looked normal to him.
12:20, Contract worker came back early from lunch and noticed the low speaker cluster, (about
15 or 20 feet off of field level). He watched for a few minutes noticed the roof was very
10
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flat (flatter than he had ever seen it) then was told to stay back from the field and to
remain in the concourse.
12:31, A staff member noticed when returning from lunch, walking on the field through the
East Airlock, the main speaker cluster was very low, about 10 feet above the field. He
then looked up at the roof and noticed something very odd. He realized the entire top
area of the roof was flat. He defined it was flat from the inside anchor point of the
suspension cables of the satellite speakers which are located around the perimeter of
the roof. He then went to the Duty Manager and reported this. It was also observed that
3 or 4 of the diamond sections around the area of the speaker cluster were inverted.
12:32, Duty Manager noticed workers staring at the roof from the East Air Lock, when she
returned from lunch. She observed the speaker cluster was actually sitting on the field
at this point and she thought it was odd because it would block the forklift access for
the turf‐up operation. Then she noticed the roof was flat like a pancake. She told
workers to stay clear of the field and then went to the Control Room to report the
situation.
At this point several staff had now come back from lunch and noticed the growing crowd of
people watching the roof as it seemed “very eerie”. Around the building at various locations
staffs had noticed the roof flat and low and were now starting to watch what was happening.
Those interviewed witnesses who were onsite that day, all reported seeing the roof being flat
and unusually low, as well as: “flat like a pancake”, “wrinkled like a prune”, “could not see the
side of the ring‐beam”, “one side pushed up looking like intestines”, “speaker cluster tilted at a
45 degree angle” and “water was dripping through the vents”, “the roof was dimpling”, etc..
12:33, Two workers returned from lunch, and reported the situation to supervisors
immediately. Both engineering supervisors and a staff member ran into the Control
Room. They immediately alerted the CR Operator that the roof was coming down.
12:33, It is now apparent that the roof is in crisis. One supervisor instructed the CR Operator to
increase the pressure to 300 Pa and prepare the building for snow‐melt. The other
supervisor went to the back with the other worker to check the Magnehelic Pressure
Gauge.
Several additional staff and supervisors are now in the Control Room. It has been determined
that at least 5 people (supervisors, worker and CR Operator) were in the Control Room. The CR
Operator not only having to deal with the roof in crisis, but he now has a group of people
offering well intentioned assistance and providing instructions.
IT MUST BE NOTED, the only person issuing computer commands, and adjusting the Honeywell
pressure and relief controllers, in the Control Room up to the point of the panel failure, was the
CR Operator.
The computer pressure set point was increased from 250 Pa to 300 Pa. This sets the
pressure parameter for the adjustable speed (ASD) fans. At this time, there were only 2
ASD fans running. The ASD fans were now working to increase pressure towards 300 Pa.
The 2 constant speed fans whose dampers are controlled by the Honeywell
pressure/relief controllers were in re‐circulation mode, as they have achieved the
controller set point of 250 Pa. The pressure controller on the Honeywell panel is keeping
the outside air dampers closed, as it has the 250 Pa it is set for. It is important to
11
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understand that the constant speed fan dampers (CSF’s) take their pressure settings
from the Honeywell pressure controller only, and computer set point changes do not
affect CSF’s.
**note, Based on witness accounts and analysis, the pressure and relief controllers on the
Honeywell Panel at the back of the control room did not appear to have been changed to reflect
the increase in computer set‐point from 250 to 300 Pa. The procedure when changing the

computer ASD set point to 300 Pa is to immediately go the rear Honeywell panel and
change the pressure controller set point to 300 Pa and to change the relief controller set
point to 350 Pa. When ASD fans are running the relief controller set point must always
be 50 Pa higher than the computer/pressure controller set point.
12:34, Fan #7 (ASD) in room 4 was turned on by computer command by the CR Operator. This
fan was taking its setting from the computer set‐point of 300 Pa. For a brief period of
30 seconds to 1 minute, there will be air loss causing a small drop in pressure, (a typical
occurrence after a fan is turned on), but shortly after that, all 3 ASD fans should be
ramping up to 300 Pa.
Evidence indicates that because the ASD fans take their pressure setting from the computer set‐
point, which is based on an average from a reading taken in each of the 8 fan rooms, they
usually shoot a little higher ( 8 to 10 Pa) than the Magnehelic pressure gauge that controls the
relief. A setting of 300 Pa on the computer is really about 310 Pa. on the Magnehelic. This is not
achievable because the Honeywell pressure controller was not re‐set to 300 and the relief
controller to 350. They were still on the old settings of 250 and 300. This meant the ASD fans
were not going to be able to hit the desired pressure of 300 Pa because the relief dampers will
open and drain off the pressure before the ASDs could reach the set point of 300 Pa. The relief
system being pneumatically controlled is so slow to react, needs about 2 minutes to open and 1.5
minutes to close, that the maximum pressure the ASD fans could hope to achieve is about 270 to
280 Pa.
12:36, CR Operator called the steam plant to ask for steam to go to snowmelt mode. He got
the OK as the steam plant had been prepared for his call. He then overrode
temperature and moisture settings on the Energrated computer in preparation for
immediate snowmelt.
12:36, 15‐hr delay timer for snowmelt was activated on the back Honeywell panel.
At this point there was growing concern, because with 3 ASD fans running at 100% to increase
the pressure but there was very little movement in the roof, and the pressure has barely moved
up. No one realized relief settings on the pressure and relief controllers were conflicting with the
computer set‐point for the ASD fans. The relief controller was opening the relief dampers to
reduce pressure before the computer set‐point could be achieved.
12:37, A worker had gone out to the field and observed 3 inverted panels above the speaker
cluster and reported this information to Control Room. Engineering supervisor at this
point decided to run to the Tech Shop and get a technician’s assistance. He knew the
technician was having his lunch there. He ran into the shop and told the technician that
the “Roof was falling” and he must go into the computer and raise the pressure to 400
Pa.
12
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The technician followed his supervisor’s instructions and proceeded to log onto the
computer system from his shop and make the changes. It took about 4 minutes to enter
the data.
It should be noted the computer set point changed by the technician would not have
been effective for the same reason above. Because Honeywell relief controller was still
at 300 Pa, the relief system would react to reduce pressure; and therefore prevented
the ASD fans from achieve this 400 Pa set point.
12:37 to 12:38, meanwhile in the Control Room, CSF’s #12, then #5 were turned on at the
computer.
12:39, ASD #2 was turned on at the computer. For a brief period of 30 seconds to 1 minute,
there will be air loss causing a small drop in pressure as this ASD fan comes on‐line.
12:40, the CR Operator at this point activated snow‐melt to apply heat directly to the roof.
Activation of snow‐melt at this point immediately over‐rode the commands from the
technician, as it takes priority over and sets the computer set‐point immediately to 300
Pa. The remote set point request to put pressure up to 400 would have at best been in
effect very briefly. At this point the computer system was under severe stress and some
data was not even acknowledged. Much of the data being printed from the computer in
the control room was out of sequence.
Just prior to the previous 3 fans ramping up to speed, the Honeywell pressure controller
and the relief controller were reset to 350 Pa respectively. This happened just as the
pressure loss was in effect from ASD #2 starting up.
Now all things are changing. As soon as the settings were on the Honeywell panel. The relief
systems would begin to close down to prevent air loss, the 4 ASD fans would have quickly
achieved the previous set‐point of 300 Pa. Likely by the time the ASD fans achieved the set‐point
of 300 Pa., the relief dampers were completely closed and the 4 constant speed fans were now
getting full outside air as they were pumping pressure to a set‐point of 350. With all four csf
fans working towards 350 Pa, it was likely this set‐point was achieved very quickly.
This is the turning point from an overloaded roof to an avalanche. The stage was set. With
both Honeywell pressure and relief controllers set at 350 Pa, this had set up the perfect situation
for the pneumatic relief control system to cause a pressure overshoot above the set point.
12:41 to 12:42
Pressure rapidly increased to 520 Pa or approx 68% on pressure chart. An analysis of the
Honeywell dial chart shows it took about 2 minutes for the pressure to kick up to 520
Pa. By the time the relief controller could react and open dampers to reduce pressure,
the building pressure has now reached 520 Pa.
The relief controller is on a pneumatic system; therefore it would have taken 2 minutes
for all of the dampers to open. This delayed the system’s ability to drain off excess
pressure. Once the pressure had peaked at 520 Pa, the relief controller would now have
all relief dampers fully open to reduce pressure, and the pressure controller would now
fully blocked outside air and on re‐circulation for the constant speed fans. The ASD fans
would be at idle speed. The pressure then began to drop rapidly back down to the set
point. The pressure under shot below the set point reaching a low point of 33% or 247
Pa. As the pressure dropped below the set point, computer controlled ASD fans reacted
quickly and began to raise pressure.
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See analysis on Pressure Excursion
12:43, An avalanche was heard by witnesses on the Terry Fox plaza side of the roof. (Section 7‐
10) Witnesses reported a low, rumbling humming sound.
12:44 to 12:46
Staff now started hearing the sound of snow moving on the roof. They reported it as a
low roar, “Thump, thump, thump”, “roof was shaking like a blanket”, “a giant was
running on the roof”, “jet planes taking off” and others equated it to the sound of “an
elephant running through the living room” towards the west end and another described
there was a whooshing sound. One very detailed account said that he observed a large
bulbous pillow or mass, like a fist being pushed down on the roof from above, moving
through the diamond panels one by one then it moved onto the top of the west triangle
and inverted it, then it moved down towards the ring beam at a tremendous speed. This
bulge was large enough that it completely blocked the view of the clock when it got to
the bottom of the triangle panel, (at least 7 or 8 feet deep). He said whatever the bulge
was had a lot of weight in it. In rapid succession there was a loud crack like sound, sort
of like the snapping of a bull‐whip, then the Seiko clock exploded and a tear appeared in
the bottom center of the west panel just above the ring beam. The tear seemed to stop,
momentarily, at about 12 feet in length then water and ice came pouring in. The tear
then took off across the bottom then up the left side. As the water and ice continued to
pour in, people continued to observe the tear opened to the left then right and then
“peeled open like a can of sardines”, you could hear a very loud cracking or flapping
sound as the panel was whipped by the air rushing out of the building.
12:46, The pressure was on its way back up to the set‐point of 300 Pa when the west triangle
panel failed. At this point the pressure was about 37% or 277 Pa. It appears that a span
of about 12 minutes elapsed from the initiating corrective action to the panel failure.
12:48, At this point, the system is unable to maintain adequate internal pressure to support
the roof, and further damage was imminent. The decision for a controlled deflation was
made. The evacuation announcement was made by the Duty Manager and then the
control room operator played the evacuation recording over the PA system.
12:49, Fans #4, 5, 12 & 14 were sequentially turned off to allow a controlled and gentle
deflation of the roof.
12:50, When the pressure went below 180 Pa, the computer automatically turned on an
additional 10 fans. The technician had to log onto the Energrated Computer System to
make the required software changes to allow all fans to be turned off. This was
completed at 12:51.
At this point the roof was down. Barricades were placed at all field entrances and staff were told
to remain in the concourse area under the concrete roof.
One supervisor along with two workers, were the first ones up on the ring‐beam to assess the
damage. When they arrived on the top through the west hatch, they noticed snow/ice/slush,
with accumulation up to the eliminator frames. The railings were all still in place and the drains
were all frozen and plugged with ice and slush. They had to use shovels to clear the drains. When
they got the shovels out of the roof boxes, they observed 2 inches of very heavy, frozen snow on
top of these boxes. The lids were so heavy they could barely lift them.
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Other authorized personnel went up to the ring beam shortly after the deflation which consisted
of BC Place & PavCo employees, architect, structural engineers, City inspectors, rescue
professionals. Their comments included: “lots and lots of snow”, “a surprising amount of snow”,
“very slippery”, “snow still stuck on some panels”, “more snow on the west than the east”,
“cables appeared crooked”, “water snow and ice on the seats right under the hole”, etc.. Some
of these people were able to take photographs of the damage and the roof condition which
greatly assisted the investigation process.
Meanwhile, back inside the Stadium, once the roof was stable in its construction position, the
assessment process then kicked in and calls were made to bring in assessment staff, engineers,
riggers and safety professionals etc. to come up with an action plan

The above sequence of events summarizes the data collected by the investigation sub‐
committee. It is the foundation of the investigation and has formed the basis for the
causal analysis of the event to determine outcomes and recommendations.
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Commentary on Sequence of Events
As the snow melt alarms came in on the morning of January 5th, the snow and sleet
began to accumulate on the fabric surface of the roof. The Stadium temperature set‐
point remained at the lowest possible setting of 10 degrees C and the internal pressure
set‐point remained at 250 Pa.
Many Staff commented on how cold it was in the stadium. When snow was observed
falling and accumulating on the Plaza decks, some staff were concerned enough about
the lack of heat, that they went to the control room to inquire why the heat was not
increased or the snow melt system turned on. The 4th and 5th snow melt alarms came in
at 8:17 and 11:01 that morning and both times the operator pushed the 15 hour delay
timer to postpone the activation of the snow melt system.
At approximately 10:30 a duty manager went to the control room and voiced concern to
the operator because there was 2 inches of wet slushy snow on the plaza decks. The
control room operator looked at the ring beam mounted camera to check the condition
of the roof. He informed the duty manager that the snow had slid off the roof and not
to worry. (See Equipment section photos of the views for this camera)
It should be noted that at 08:18, constant speed fan #4 in Fan room 2 was turned on. As
the outside air temperature was close to 0 degrees, upon startup and for a period of
time, this fan room would have been delivering a significant amount of heated air until
the return air temperature came up to the set point of 10 degrees C. The other factor is
that fan #4 is a constant speed fan and therefore would have been delivering a constant
100,000 CFM (cubic foot per minute) of air flow as opposed to the ASD fans which
would only be outputting much lower volumes of air.
The level 5 discharge damper for fan room #2 is located at section 10 of the stadium.
This is the exact stadium section that the ring beam mounted camera is located. A
significant amount of heated air would have been discharged from this damper while
the temperature control system opened the steam valve to raise the return air
temperature to the minimum value of 10 degrees. This heated air would have risen to
heat the roof fabric in the immediate vicinity of the camera. Therefore when the
operator saw this melting effect on the small area of the roof visible from the camera,
he was only getting the “small picture”. In reality only this small section of the roof was
shedding snow due to the heating effect caused by fan #4. (This effect would have been
mirrored in Fan room #7 as there was also one constant speed fanning running in this
fan room as well.)
Contrary to what the control room operator was observing through the limited view
afforded by the ring beam camera, the majority of the roof surface was actually
accumulating significant amounts of heavy wet snow.
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Event Analysis and Discussion
Weather
With minimal heat and air circulation, the roof outside surface temperature was
hovering around the freezing point. The weather on the morning of January 5th was
coming from a north easterly direction. The nearest official weather monitoring station
was the GVRD Kitsilano High School station. The recorded temperatures hovered
around 1 degree C from 4AM to Noon, the recorded precipitation during this time
period was 17.6 mm and the winds were relatively light with a maximum wind speed of
14 KPH from 4AM to 3PM on that day.

Photo #1

Camera points North West
Steam plume indicating
wind direction from the
north east

The Stadium wind speed sensors located at both the East and West Ring beam level of
the roof did not generate any high wind warnings ( greater than 30 KPH), and no high
wind warning was recorded on Energrated computer printout. We can safely conclude
the winds were less than 30 KPH. Winds did pick up much later in the evening of
January 5th with wind speeds increasing to 25 KPH between 10:00 PM and midnight.
There is no evidence support the theory that high winds were a factor in the collapse of
the roof.
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A complete set of weather data, sourced from GVRD, Environment Canada can be found
in Appendix “E” ‐ Weather Data.
Snow squalls consisting of heavy wet snow, sleet and rain mixed with snow fell on the
stadium that morning and afternoon. Time lapse video supplied by Tomas Svab at
23degrees.net gives a good picture of the weather including timing and magnitude of
snow squalls and wind direction. (See Appendix “H” – Listing of Photographs and Video
Clips, in CD format)
In addition, evidence indicates that the temperature dropped below freezing for a
period of time, at the ring beam and roof during the morning of January 5th. Witnesses
reported frozen snow and ice on the lids of equipment boxes located on the ring beam
shortly after the roof was deflated. Photographic and video evidence shows snow and
ice frozen to the fabric of the roof.
Photo #2 taken 45 minutes after deflation from ring beam
Photo #2

In addition there is evidence to support that there was a liquid component consisting of
water and slush on the roof as well. Witnesses who were on the roof immediately
following the deflation observed and walked through slush on the ring beam describing
as the consistency of a 7‐11 slushy. Underneath this slush was a coating of ice that also
froze and blocked the ring beam drains and also made it very slippery. A City official
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indicated how slippery the walkway was as he made his way from the East ring beam
hatch to the west side of the roof.
Roof Loading
The stage was set for cumulative loading of the roof structure on the morning of January
5th.
Before we look at loading, it is important that the reader understand that the stadium
roof support system is based on a constant pressure environment. This is different from
the example of an inflatable exercise ball. The exercise ball is a constant volume
environment.
In the case of the exercise ball, if you sit on the ball, your weight pressing down on the
ball will cause the internal pressure of the ball to increase. This is because the volume
of the ball remains constant. Your increased weight is supported by the increase in
pressure and consequently the ball becomes more rigid when you sit on it.
However, in the constant pressure environment of the stadium, as the loading on the
roof in increased, the control system will act to maintain a constant pressure. As the
load increased and pressed down, the control system would bleed off the pressure
increase caused by weight to maintain the constant pressure. As there is no increase in
internal pressure due to loading of the roof, the pressure remains constant as does the
safety load margin. Once the safety load margin is exceeded due to the additional
weight of snow, the roof will no longer be able to support itself and will begin to deform
and drop in elevation.
At an operating pressure of 250 Pascals, the roof load safety margin was calculated to
be approximately 324 tons. This is based on an evenly distributed load over the entire
roof area. (See Appendix “B” – BC Place Roof Loading Calculations” for detailed
calculations and analysis)
As precipitation in the form of high density snow, sleet and rain began to accumulate on
the fabric surfaces of the roof, the weight of this material began to approach the safety
margin load.
Based on photographic evidence, the snow load on the roof fabric was uniformly
distributed over the entire roof area. As discussed in the previous section on weather
conditions, there were two separate forms of precipitation on the roof the morning of
the collapse. The first being a uniform coating of wet snow that eventually froze to the
roof fabric. The second form consisted of a more mobile mixture of rain and slush that
fell on top of the frozen layer of snow. The three photographs below illustrate the
uniform snow coverage on the roof.
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1st of 3 photos taken from apartment opposite stadium
This sequence of photos illustrates the movement of snow off the panels as the roof
came down.
Snow begins to
slide off some
of roof panels
in this area

Uniform snow loading
on the majority of roof
panels

Photo #3

Water Mark on ring beam caused
by the spill‐over of the avalanche
contents of water, ice and snow

Photo #2 of sequence shows as the roof dropped, snow begins to migrate off some roof
panels sliding into the center of the bowl.
Photo #4

Snow has slid off the
lower part of this
rectangle panel

The remainder of the roof is
still evenly covered with snow

Snow has now slid off this
rectangular panel
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Third photo in sequence illustrates further migration of snow off roof panels.
Photo #5

Majority of
east triangle
is now clear

Center diamond
panels still covered
in snow

North triangle now
mostly clear of snow

Photo taken from Ring beam 45 minutes after deflation
Photo #6

Pieces of
ice\frozen
snow broken
away from
fabric
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Secondary damage to
rectangular roof panel

Piles of snow/ice that
have slid off
rectangular roof panels
down into the bowl,
the roof cable line
acted as a barrier
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As the roof load began to approach the balance point, the entire top section of the roof
began to flatten. As the roof approaches critical loading, it becomes very soft
structurally and small increases in loading past this point further exacerbate the
deformation. The main speaker cluster which is suspended directly underneath the
western section of the roof was the extra weight pulling down the already overloaded
roof. This caused at least 3 diamond panels in this area to become inverted.
The inverted area became a collection point where water and slush began to drain into
this area creating a pond. Shortly before the west panel was damaged, witnesses
observed inverted panels in addition to seeing the roof cables in this area bent
downward and water pouring out of one the roof dome vents.
The photograph on next page illustrates how the main speaker cluster is suspended and
anchored to the roof cables.
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Main speaker cluster cable support and diamond panels in the pond/inversion area.
Photo #7

Main speaker
cluster support
frame cable
attachment points

These 4 panels
within the red
boundary were in
distress and at least
3 of these panels
were inverted.

Avalanche or
pond traveled
in the direction
of arrow
towards the
west triangle
roof panel.

Roof damper
relief vents.
Witnesses
observed
water pouring
out of these
vents
indicative of
panel
inversion.

Top of West
triangle panel.
This is the panel
that failed.

Main Speaker
cluster at 15
meter position

The main speaker cluster hangs inside the stadium supported by 4 cables that attach to
the main roof cables just east of the west triangle panel.
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The original operating procedures for the building make reference to lowering the main
speaker cluster to avoid panel or roof inversion in a significant event. By lowering the
main speaker cluster to the ground, the weight will be removed from the roof, reducing
the loading in this area of the roof. This increases the ability to withstand more loading
with causing deformation.
This specific area under the main speaker cluster has an increased load caused by the
weight of the speaker cluster. Hence, it will take less of a snow load than other roof
sections to cause either depression or panel inversion. As loading continues and more
water and slush falls in, the pond or inversion grows in size.
On the day of January 5th, the main speaker cluster was set at its 15 meter default
position. As the roof became overloaded, witnesses observed the main speaker cluster
at various heights lower than the default setting. The following photograph illustrates
the main speaker cluster at the default 15 meter setting, along with lower positions
observed by witnesses.
This photo was taken from the East field entrance showing the main speaker cluster at
15 meter position.
Photo #8

Speaker cluster 15
meters or 49 feet
above turf. This was
the position setting
of the cluster on
January 5, 2007.
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It is clear from the photographic evidence that by 12:24 the loading on the roof had
exceeded the safety load margin and the roof began its decent. At one point at about
12:24 pm a photograph shows the west panel inverted at the top. At 12:25 or so the
roof was about 50 feet lower than its normal profile.
This photo represents the normal profile of B.C. Place at 250 Pa.
Photo #9

Top of Vancity
office building

This photo was taken about 20 min or so before the avalanche.
Top 5 floors
of Vancity
Building now
visible
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Pond or panel
inversion in
this area

West Triangle
Panel

Photo #10
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Notice the difference in the elevation as well as how flat the roof is on the top sections.
The roof profile in the 2nd photo is about 50 feet lower than it should be. The witness
that took this picture did so because he thought it was strange that he could see the
upper portion of the Vancity tower located at Quebec and Terminal. Normally he could
only see the flag pole from his apartment window and this prompted him to begin
taking photos.
Once the weight had accumulated on the roof and the pond was allowed to accumulate,
it was inevitable that once the pressure was rapidly increased, the unstable pond
consisting of water, ice and snow was going to move somewhere.
There was a rapid increase in pressure caused by a pressure overshoot in the building
control system (Refer to full details on Pressure Excursion). This sudden increase in
pressure caused the roof to regain its normal profile. At the same time, this caused a
sudden and instant movement of a minimum of 8,000 to 11,000 lbs of water, ice and
snow to move suddenly and quickly down the West triangle panel. (See Appendix “D” ‐
Inverted Panel Loading Calculations)
This large mass inverted the west triangle panel as it traveled westward, causing the
panel to depress 6 to 8 feet lower than normal. As the mass moved down the west
panel it finally hit the inside ring beam and Seiko Clock with such tremendous force, it
took the roof panel well past its design breaking strength.
The result was a failure in the weakest spot which was a field weld where the skirting
had been welded to the fabric. This finding was determined by the engineer; see
Appendix “G” – Geiger Engineers’ Report Data, Sept 14, 2007, #207813. Had the weld
not been there, the panel failure would have failed in the next weakest spot, etc. The
force likely was large enough to fail even a new panel. The key to this panel failure was
the avalanche of snow, water and ice which should have not been allowed to
accumulate on the surface of the roof. It should also be noted that a rectangular roof
panel was also damaged on the south east side of the roof. Photograph #6 above
clearly shows a ripped panel. This may have been caused by snow and ice sliding inward
down into the bowl as the roof deflated.
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Fiberglass fibers (roof fabric material) were found imbedded in the metal housing on
what was remaining of the Seiko Clock ad panel.
Seiko Clock housing

Seiko clock frame

Strand of
glass fiber on
Seiko clock
housing

glass fibers
imbedded in
damaged
metal clock
panel

Photo #11

Photo #12

Photo #13

Roof fabric attaches to ring
beam here. The arc gives an
idea of how far down below
the ring beam the avalanche
caused the panel to move.

This panel is
undamaged. Notice
how the face of the
structure is flush
with the ring beam

6 feet high concrete
ring beam

Remains of Seiko
clock internal
electronics/wiring

Notice how metal structure is
deformed and “pushed in” as a
result of the avalanche collision
forces. This is where the
committee observed ½ inch anchor
bolts that were sheared off.

In addition some of the ½ inch mounting bolts securing the clock to the concrete were
sheared off. This gives the reader some idea of the magnitude of the collision forces
that were generated when the avalanche or moving pond struck both the Seiko clock
and the concrete ring beam.
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Roof Fabric
The engineer had conducted extensive testing of the fabric. Please refer to Geiger
Engineers’ draft report on the findings (Appendix “G” – Geiger Engineers’ Report Data,
Sept 14, 2007, #207813).
It is determined fabric weakness did not play a significant role in the initial failure of the
panel. The moving weight of slush, snow and ice that was experienced on January 5/07
would have been enough to damage a much newer roof fabric. During the
investigation, the engineer shared information on a similar roof deflation incident
happened in 1982 at the Metrodome Stadium in Minneapolis. In the Metrodome
incident, the then one‐year old air‐supported roof became loaded with snow and ice
with some panels inverted. Operating staff increased internal pressure too much and
too quick which led to an avalanche of snow and ice that caused roof panel rupture and
consequently a total roof deflation. The Metrodome example illustrates that even a
practically new roof can sustain panel failure due to moving roof loads of snow and ice.
BC Place’s 23‐year old roof may have deteriorated and even weakened at some spots,
but that would not have resulted in a panel failure on its own. It was the heavy loading
of rain, snow and ice that compromised the integrity of the roof structure.

Pressure Excursion
This section contains technical information which is unique to BC Place’s roof support
systems. To fully understand the behaviors and impacts of internal pressure increases,
please refer to Appendix “A” ‐ Roof Support Pressure Control Systems Description.
The causal analysis of the roof deflation at BC Place Stadium on January 05, 2007 points
to a rapid increase in building pressure, above set‐point of 350 Pa, as a secondary,
precipitating, contributing event. Although this was not the direct cause of the deflation
it does appear to have played a major role in the generation of the panel failure. The
computer logs and interviews of control room staff and supervisors along with various
witness accounts support the following scenario:
On January 5, 2007 just prior to the roof collapse, the roof support system was using
both ASD and CSF control systems for pressure control. There were two ASD fans
running and two constant speed fans running. The pressure set point was 250 Pa on
both the computer and the pneumatic pressure controller. As per procedure, the relief
controller was set to 300 Pa. In analyzing the circular pressure chart recorder, we can
see that the pressure was very stable prior to staff realizing that the roof was in crisis.
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Pressure Recorder Chart from January 5, 2007
Photo #13

Full Scale 100% = 750 Pa

Inset:
See below for
detail

Energrated Computer Console located in the front area of the control room
Photo #14
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This is the Energrated
computer used to make set
point changes for ASD fans
as well as monitoring and
controlling a wide variety of
building/roof support
system parameters.
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Honeywell Control Panel located in the rear area of the control room
Photo #15

Pressure
Chart
Recorder

Magnehelic
Pressure Gauge

Honeywell
Pressure
Controller

Snow Melt
delay timers

Honeywell Relief
damper
controller

15 hour snow
melt delay
button

When it was discovered that the roof was in crisis, the control room operator was
instructed to increase pressure set point to 300 Pa and to prepare for snow melt
operation. The operator increased the set point on the computer to 300 Pa. During the
crisis environment in the control room as staff tried to evaluate what was happening,
the next step of the procedure, namely to increase the Honeywell pressure controller
set point to 300 Pa to match the computer set point and then to raise the Honeywell
relief to 350 Pa to isolate it from the system, did not happen. This set point change
requires that the operator leave the Energrated computer console and go to the
Honeywell panel that is located at the rear of the control room. In the crisis
environment it is understandable how this step could have been missed.
With the omission of changing the settings on the rear Honeywell pneumatic
controllers, the two separate control systems began to interact in a conflicting manner.
As the ASD fans ramped up to 100 % speed to try and raise the stadium pressure to 300
Pa, the pneumatic relief controller began to work against this action of the ASD fans by
opening up relief dampers. The constant speed fan dampers controlled by the pressure
controller were now in recirculation mode because the controller set point of 250 Pa
had been achieved. Hence the constant speed fans were not working to increase
stadium pressure, instead idling at 250 Pa.
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Inset of pressure chart: Pressure overshoot analysis
Photo #16
Numbers represent
percentage of 750 Pa.
Full scale
70= .7x750= 525 Pa

Peak Pressure = 520 Pa
Pressure at 270‐280 Pa just
prior to controller set point
change to 350 Pa

West
Triangle Fails

Fans are
turned off to
deflate roof

Pressure prior to
crisis = 262 Pa
Setpoint =250 Pa

Low point of undershoot when ASD
fans began to respond = 247 Pa

As more fans were turned on in preparation for snow melt operations, the pressure only
increased to approximately 270 to 280 Pa based on the analysis of the pressure chart
recorder. As the building pressure was not responding to the new set point change of
300 Pa, and the roof was still falling, a supervisor ran down to the Tech Shop where the
senior control technician was having his lunch. He instructed the technician to go into
his computer and increase the ASD set point to 400 Pa. It took the technician a few
minutes to make these software changes to the system. Based on analysis it was
determined that two factors were at work to cancel this set point change to the ASD’s.
The first being the relief dampers which would have been opening up to reduce the
pressure once it rose above 300 Pa and the second is when the snow melt system was
turned on. It was determined that when the roof support system went into snow melt
mode, the snow melt set point of 300 Pa took priority and cancelled the 400 Pa set point
change made by the Technician.
Meanwhile back in the control room, directions were given to the control room
operator to raise the set point to 350 Pa, the maximum pressure setting allowed on the
Honeywell pressure and relief controllers.
The operator then changed the Honeywell pressure and relief controllers to 350 Pa.
With computer pressure controller, since it was already in snow melt mode, pressure
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set‐point was locked at 300 Pa for the ASD fans. The conditions were now set up for a
large pressure set point overshoot.
Once the operator made these changes a number of pressure related events occurred.
The Honeywell pressure controller began to respond to the increase in set point. As the
“step change” in set point was 100 Pa (250 to 350 Pa) the pressure controller output
very quickly increased from zero output (full recirculation) to 100% pneumatic output.
This 100% signal caused the fan room dampers to switch from full recirculation to now
calling for 100 % outside air.
Simultaneously, the relief controller which also had its set point changed to 350 Pa
began to out put its pneumatic signal to close all of the relief dampers. The net effect of
these actions created a rapid increase in pressure. The four ASD fans were running at
close to 100%, the four constant speed fans were now drawing in outside air at
maximum rates. We now have eight fans driving the pressure towards their respective
set points. As the pressure rose to 300 Pa, the ASD fans would have slowed down, as
their set point value was now achieved. The four constant speed fans continued driving
the pressure upward towards their set point of 350 Pa.
This is where the characteristics of a pneumatic system worked to amplify the pressure
overshoot. As the pressure rose above 350 Pa, the pressure controller output would
now start to decrease. But since it is a pneumatic signal, it takes time for the signal to
propagate through the pneumatic system over the large distances from the control
room to the fan rooms. In some cases this distance is 800 feet. Consequently it took
time for the signal to reach the dampers and to begin to reduce the amount of outside
air being brought in (this increased pressure) and switch to recirculation mode. During
this “time lag” the pressure in the stadium continued to rise well above 350 Pa.
In parallel operation, the pneumatic relief controller is now sensing the pressure rising
above its set point of 350 Pa. As the pressure rises above the set point the pneumatic
controller output sends a signal out to start opening the banks of relief dampers.
Typically due to the location of the relief dampers on Level 4 and at the ring beam level
5 of the stadium (distances of close to 1000 feet) the time delay for fully opening the
relief dampers is two minutes. While this delay is in effect the pressure is still rising.
By the time the relief dampers became effective and halted the upward pressure
overshoot, the pressure had risen to 68% on the pressure chart which represents a peak
pressure of 520 Pa. For such a large 100 Pa increase in pressure set point, combined
with the rapid turn‐on of additional fans, this is not an unreasonable overshoot above
the set point.
The only problem was the significant roof overloading and subsequent panel inversions
that created a large unstable mass on the west end of the roof. Once the pressure was
increased, the roof began to regain its normal profile. As the pressure continued
towards its peak of 520 Pa, eventually the internal pressure was enough to overcome
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the deformation of the roof. As this happened, the mass of snow, water and ice began
to move downward according to the principals of gravity. The mass was sliding from
panel to panel picking up weight and velocity as it moved. The result was the avalanche
of snow, water and ice that resulted in a catastrophic collision with the ring beam. The
roof fabric at this point was sustaining a tremendous weight, and finally broken at its
weakest spot resulting in the failure of the west triangle panel and the explosion of the
Seiko clock.
Once the tear occurred, it was too late. Activities recapped below were simply system
default reactions to the pressure loss due to a hole in the roof, but had no effects in
rescuing the damaged roof. The relief system has now fully opened all of the dampers,
the pressure controller signal is positioning the constant speed fan dampers for full
recirculation and the pressure is decreasing. By the time the pressure drops below 300
Pa the ASD fan controller now responds and the ASD fans begin to speed up to counter
the pressure drop. The pressure fell below the set point reaching a low point of 33% or
247 Pa. As the pressure dropped below the set point, computer controlled ASD fans
reacted quickly and began to raise pressure. The pressure was on its way back up to the
set‐point of 300 Pa when the west triangle panel totally failed. At this point the
pressure was about 37% or 277 Pa.
This technical analysis of the data supports the conclusion that the noted accidental
rapid pressurization of the building was likely the result of an overshoot in the
pneumatic damper pressure/relief control system. Throughout the history of this
building, there have been several similar pressure excursions upwards of 100 Pa above
set‐point under various circumstances.
It is important to note, during the handling of the roof in crisis, no Stadium personnel
were flipping different switches to cause the rapid pressure increase.
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Equipment
The causal analysis revealed a number of deficiencies that were related to equipment.
1. The ability of the control room to effectively analyze and see the actual roof
conditions was less than adequate. The existing camera (picture below) located
outside on the ring beam of the stadium was only able to see a small portion of the
roof fabric less than 10 feet up from the ring beam. Consequently the control room
operator was unable to observe the cumulative snow loading of the roof.
Ring beam Camera at section 10 (Terry Fox Plaza)
Photo #16

Ring beam
mounted
camera

Photo #17 right pan view

Photo #19 left pan view

Photo #29 center view

The above are photos of the actual screen in the control room that operators use to
view the camera.
2. The causal analysis also highlighted the inability of the existing control system to
sense a drop in roof elevation. Hence as the roof began dropping from 12:00 to
12:30, the control room operator was totally unaware.
3. The causal analysis identified direct cause #2 as the failure to increase pressure and
effectively apply heat. Two of the key aspects related to cause #2 were both the
absence of a “pushed” automated weather advisory service to notify operators of
significant weather events that could impact stadium operations as well as the total
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lack of access to real time weather information. Both of these services had been in
place in the past, but were discontinued.
4. The causal analysis conducted by the committee identified a rapid increase in
pressure as a secondary, precipitating, contributing event and it was a factor in the
generation of the west triangle panel failure. The analysis of the rapid pressure
increase identified both human elements relating to control system settings as well
as control system interactions and conflicts as the root cause of the rapid pressure
increase.
5. The mechanism to lower the main speaker cluster was not located in the control
room. In an emergency situation, this delays the response time for the operator to
lower and “unweight’ the speaker to the ground in an extreme loading situation.
6. While it is known that the snow melting system can handle virtually any amount of
snow and keep the roof clear when operated properly, the committee identified the
potential risk of system failures that could render this snow melting system
ineffective. In the early eighties, roof hot water dispersion system was installed to
be used in contingency situations for snow removal from the roof. In addition to the
hot water system, there was a variety of specialized equipment stored in equipment
boxes on the roof that was ready for use in emergency situations. Some of this
equipment included pumps for draining panel inversions or ponds, emergency
generators, snow blowers and shovels for ring beam clearing, roof repair equipment
and material for effecting temporary repairs to the roof fabric.
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Crisis Identification and Management
From the moment that staff were informed that the roof was in distress, there was a
lack of co‐ordination and assessment of the problem. Supervisors and staff ran to the
control room. One supervisor stayed at the front of the control room and immediately
instructed the control room operator to raise the pressure set point to 300 Pa and get
ready for snow melt system activation. The other supervisor and a worker went to the
back of the control room to look at the Magnehelic pressure gauge, believing that the
problem with the roof may be related to pressure. One of the workers left the control
room to go out see what was going on with the roof. He returned to report that there
were numerous inverted roof panels near the speaker cluster. At this point, when it
was identified the roof was in crisis, multiple parties were involved in doing their best to
deal with the situation independently without engaging in a coordinated process.
After seeing that the stadium pressure did not seem to be rising to the new set point of
300 Pa, a supervisor ran down to the tech shop to instruct a senior technician to
increase the system pressure to 400 Pa via his shop computer. Unknown to the
supervisor and the technician, the settings for the pressure and relief controllers were
adjusted for the new computer set point of 300 Pa. Consequently the pressure set point
initiated by the technician was nullified by the relief damper controller action.
As staff were doing their best to deal with a crisis situation, there seemed to be a lack of
co‐ordination in their efforts. This clearly relates to the fact that staff had not had any
formalized training relating to crisis management. There was no crisis assessment
procedure to follow, and consequently the effectiveness of their well intentioned
actions and decisions was reduced.
The policies and procedures document relating to roof inversion was not available in the
control room. This document was not a “living” document as it had not been updated
and staff had not been trained in its application.
When control room operators received information that some roof panels were
inverted, if a living policies and procedures manual were in place, they could have
quickly looked up the procedure to deal with this problem and identified that stabilizing
the pressure and keeping it at 300 Pa was the best course of action.
The activities for the Control room operators are routine for the majority of the time. It
is only periodically that the operators experience significant technical events that
require fast decision making and action on their part to deal with the problem or crisis.
A comparative job analogy can be made to commercial airline pilots. For the most part,
the job of a pilot is very routine and structured in nature. However, when problems
arise, pilots are extremely well trained in dealing with contingency situations. Pilots rely
on specific procedures and policies when dealing with a wide variety of in flight
emergencies. They receive mandatory regular training sessions that simulate a vast
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array of possible in flight emergencies and practice the procedures and actions to
successfully deal with these emergencies. A component of their training focuses on
crisis management and cockpit resource management which trains them to work as an
effective team within the cockpit environment. Consequently when real emergencies
do arise, pilots are very successful at dealing with these emergencies and mitigating
potential loss of life or damage to aircraft.
Over the years the stadium control room operators have experienced a variety of
serious incidents that have compromised integrity of the roof. These incidents included
numerous power failures, overloading of the roof due to snow accumulation and failure
of key control equipment.
If the control room operators and management staff are to be successful at dealing with
these potential crisis situations in the future, there must be ongoing training and
refresher sessions that give them the skills necessary to work as a team and deal with
the crisis effectively.
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Policies, Procedures and Training
The Investigation Subcommittee looked at documents related to control room policies
and procedures and training. There were policies and procedures covering the various
aspects of operations relating to the day’s event. With policies and procedures already
in place, it is necessary to examine why policies and procedures were not followed.
Let’s first look at the policies and procedures manual, the BC Place Control Room
Operations Manual was developed back in 1987. Over the years, while Control Room
had gone through upgrades, there had been very little updates made to the written
manual. Many of the contents in the manual were no longer reflecting the systems and
operations in the Control Room at the time of the incident. The need to update the
manual had been recognized during an emergency evacuation exercise in November
2005, since then the main policy and procedure manual for the control room had been
removed for updating. There were two key p procedures contained in the manual that
would have been most relevant to the roof crisis situation on the day of the incident:
Partial Roof Panel Inversion, and Total Roof Panel Inversion. Unfortunately both
procedures were not available in the control room as they had not yet been revised.
The following are the Roof panel inversion procedures:
VIII‐2‐1 Partial Roof Panel Inversion
Control Room Staff will slowly turn on more fans. The number of fans to be turned on is
dependent on the size of the inversion and is up to the judgment of the control room operator.
(1)
Watch Stadium air pressure very carefully. DO NOT over pressure (i.e. keep pressure
under 300 Pa.)
(2)
Try to stabilize the pressure around 250 Pa.
(3)
Report to the Duty Supervisor immediately
VIII‐2‐2 Total Roof Panel Inversion
(1)
Control Room Staff will slowly turn on all sixteen (16) fans.
(2)
Watch stadium air pressure very carefully. DO NOT over pressure ( i.e. keep
pressure under 300 Pa.)
(3)
Try to stabilize the pressure around 250 Pa.
(4)
Control Room Staff will inform all departments to have all doors closed, especially
both airlock doors.
(5)
Report to the Duty Supervisor Immediately

And for updating purposes, some parts of the P & P were removed from the Control
Room copy of the manual. One particular section which was relevant to the roof
situation, “How to deal with the panel inversion”, was missing in the manual.
It should be noted that during the investigation, the committee discovered that these
procedures had been developed based on the findings of a deflation incident in 1982 at
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the Metrodome Stadium in Minneapolis. The Metrodome is an air supported stadium
very similar to B.C. Place. See Roof Fabric section for details of the Metrodome incident.
Based on the lessons learned from this incident, B.C. Place Management implemented
the above procedures when the stadium first opened in 1983 to avoid a similar mishap.
Over the years the knowledge that resulted in the adoption of these panel inversion
procedures had been lost by Stadium Personnel. As a result when the stadium staff
were faced with an overloaded roof and panel inversions, they did not have these
procedures to follow. If these procedures were “living documents”, the staff may have
avoided the natural instinct to raise internal pressure to combat the roof loading and
panel inversion, but taken the steps outlined in the procedures.
It is not the committee’s intent to second guess the decisions made in such a crisis
situation. However, we want to illustrate the importance of proper “living” policies and
procedures and how they may have assisted in dealing with a roof in crisis.
A snow melt procedure had just been introduced recently on November 15, 2007.
See
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Appendix “F” – Emergency Snow Melt Procedures, Nov 15, 2006. The procedure was on
the inside cover of the P & P manual with a sticky note on it saying “please read”. When
asked whether they were aware of the new procedure, all Control Room Operators
interviewed responded “yes”, but they also indicated they were not explained nor
trained on the new procedure. Furthermore, some of the control room operators had
not even received training on the old snow melt procedures. In addition, there was no
seasonal refresher for all control room personnel.
While it was implied that the Snow Melt Procedures was to combat accumulations on
the roof, but the purpose was never clearly stated for all control room staff to know and
follow. It appears an overarching operational mission was amiss: keep the roof up.
On many occasions, in spite of the written policy that clearly indicates that if it is
snowing, the building temperature is to be raised to it’s maximum temperature of 23
degrees C, the operators felt either that, they did not have the autonomy to execute this
policy; or that, they had seen worse weather conditions before, need to follow the
policy was irrelevant.
The committee found a culture where both staff and management did not follow the
written procedures. The unwritten procedures prevailed when it came to the
application of heat during snow conditions.
Hence that is why lack of effectively implemented policies, procedures and training is
the root cause of the roof deflation.
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Culture Issues
Organizational culture played a major role in the roof deflation incident. Organizational
culture is the personality of the organization. The culture can be assumptions, beliefs,
practices and norms of organization members and their behaviors. Culture can be
difficult to express distinctly, but everyone knows its existence.
A close look at the culture of BC Place’s maintenance and operations requires an
impartial but critical introspection. There seemed to be an unwritten operational
guideline – cost minimization; applying heat when it is absolutely necessary; turning on
heat requires management approval. Over time, control room operators defaulted to
management directions when it came to the application of heat.
The culture was not to follow procedure, but to seek permission to apply heat. It has
been a long practice that little heat or even no heat would be applied, as we have
weathered many borderline snow/sleet conditions. This practice engendered an
unhealthy culture of complacency: leaving decision making to others, hence any
responsibilities and consequences associated with the decision belonged to someone
else. This culture of complacency correlates with a low level of employee engagement
and empowerment. Engagement is the degree to which workers identify with, are
motivated by, and are willing to expend extra effort for their employer. Empowerment
is when workers believe they have autonomous decision‐making for the best interest
and benefit of their organization.
The following is an example that illustrates the culture existed in BC Place:
At a snow related event in late 2006 where the operator, believing that he did not have
the authority to turn on the heat, worked with staff and the Event to get permission to
turn on the heat. This illustrates the unwritten policy or culture relating to the use of
heat. Had the operator not turned on some heat during this heavy wet snowfall, it is
likely that the roof would have been in crisis on that date. In spite of the written policy
that clearly indicates that if it is snowing, the building temperature is to be raised to its
maximum temperature of 23 degrees C, the operators feel that they do not have the
autonomy to execute this policy.
In this deflation incident of January 5‐07, complacency continued to be a factor as
personnel involved in the oversight and operation of the roof support systems had lost
their knowledge of basic yet critical information related to the roof. This includes issues
such as loading and safety margins, knowledge gained by incidents at other air
supported facilities and key behaviors of air supported roofs in a variety of weather
conditions. As a result of the loss knowledge, along with very limited vision of the roof
condition, operators may have relied on instincts.
It is not until we recognize that a culture of complacency exists, that we can then start
tackling it through a collective “keep‐the‐roof‐ up” mission, effective policies,
procedures and training.
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Causal Analysis Methodologies
Causal Analysis is the process of identifying direct and indirect causes of the roof
deflation. The Causal analysis flowed out of the cause drivers that were identified in the
process that built the fishbone diagram.
Fish Bone Diagram
The Fishbone or Ishikawa diagram, formed the foundation of cause and effect analysis
conducted by the committee. The diagram shows the cause of an event. The end result
or event was the deflation of the stadium. The answers to the question “Why did the
roof of B.C. Place deflate” became the causes that drove the final result of a deflated
roof. In all phases of the investigation, the fishbone diagram became the reference
point or touchstone for the committee.
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Causal Event Path Diagram
The following is a causal event path diagram that gives a road map of the path that led
to Panel failure and ultimately deflation of the stadium roof.

Lack of
Effective policy,
procedure and
training

Failure to follow
Pre-snow, Snow melt
policy

Culture
Unwritten NOHEAT Policy

Lack of new procedure
training re pre-snow
procedure.

Start Here
To follow the
Causal Event Path

No Roof in
Crisis action
plan!

Lack of
Snow
Abatement

No
Roof in Crisis
training!

Pressure Increase
To
520 Pa.

No
Physical
Roof
Monitoring

No
Physical
Roof
Monitoring

Failure to
increase
pressure and
effecively apply
heat.

No
Application
Of snow-melt

No
Assessment
Training

No awareness or
assessment of roof
conditions!

Avalanche

Roof
Overloaded
With
Snow, Ice
&
Water

West Panel
Failure

Causal Analysis Chart
The following Causal chart takes the direct and indirect causes and identifies our
analysis for each and then the recommended corrective action.
Definitions:
Causal Factor: A condition or an event that results in an effect.
Direct Cause: The cause that directly resulted in the occurrence.
Contributing Cause: A cause that contributed to an occurrence but by itself would not
have caused the Occurrence.
Root Cause: The cause that, if corrected, would prevent recurrence of this and similar
occurrences. (Does not usually apply to this occurrence only, but is generic in nature as
it applies to a broad group of possible occurrences). Quite often systemic.
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Direct Cause #1
West Triangle
Panel Failure.

Direct Cause #1
Avalanche
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Cause analysis
• Avalanche (caused
severe trauma)
• (Unproven but likely)
Possible pre‐existing
wear/damage (most
exposed and likely the
most stressed panel on
entire roof)

Cause analysis
• Overloaded roof , severe
snow, ice & water
accumulation
• Too much pressure too
fast and the subsequent
automated quick
pressure drop back to
normal settings.
• Failure of Energrated
control system to
prevent conflict with
pneumatic controlled
relief system.
• Failure to conduct
assessment of roof in
crisis.
• Lack of snow
abatement.
• No roof in crisis action
plan
• No roof in crisis training

Recommended Corrective Action
• Have the roof technician
conduct assessment of the
area immediately adjacent
to the ring beam, the entire
perimeter and under the
skirt. Ensure repairs are
conducted to correct any
damage found.
• Have an approved agency
conduct tests on the
remaining triangle panels in
the building then make any
necessary repairs or
replacement.
• Train a crew in emergency
repair and maintain a repair
plan and repair kit in the
building at the roof.
• Conduct a detailed
assessment of the roof then
develop a replacement
program.
Recommended Corrective Action
•
•
•
•
•

Update pressure control
systems to prevent CSV vs.
ASD over‐runs.
Train staff and supervisors
in roof in crisis assessment
and safe recovery.
Train and update staff on
snow abatement at least
annually.
Conduct emergency roof
drills.
Develop a roof in crisis
action plan.
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Contributing
Factor #1

Cause analysis
•

Roof Overloaded
with heavy snow,
ice & water.

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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Recommended Corrective Action

Failure to effectively
pre‐heat.
Ability of control room
to effectively analyze
and see roof conditions
is less than adequate
given the importance of
this function.
Complacency and lack of
understanding of
technical data and
safety limits for the roof.
Inability to reference
and apply panel and roof
inversion procedures.
(not all procedures were
in the control room)
Procedural and upgrade
training was less than
adequate.
Inability of staff to go
onto roof to analyze.
No current SWP for
snow abatement on the
roof.
No current hot‐water
dispersion or abatement
training in place.
Inability of the
Energrated control
system to know that
roof was overloaded; as
such it ensured pressure
was maintained at 250
Pa, which was slowly
letting the roof down.
No, effective,
emergency snow
abatement equipment
was on the roof. Pumps
were removed.
Train staff and
supervisors in the
effective

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Train control room
operators and supervisors
in the effective application
of heat as 1st line of
defense against snow
accumulation.
Train and refresh staff on
the specifications and
dynamics of the roof and
how to apply the policy
Create a roof assessment
procedure which includes
risk assessment, specialized
equipment required and
training in its safe use.
Check adequacy of existing
procedures and modify as
needed. (operations audit)
Train C/R operators in the
application.
Develop snow abatement
program which includes
training and maintenance
of equipment.
Install roof elevation
sensors and a remote
telephoto camera to give
the control room eyes to
sense roof in crisis
situations.
Install roof elevation
sensors which link to the
Energrated control system
that can provide warning of
a drop in roof elevation.
Assess what snow
abatement equipment is
needed to allow effective
snow abatement in
overloading situations
where the pre‐heat and
snowmelt systems are not
able to keep roof
accumulation free.
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implementation of this
procedure
Direct Cause #2
Failure to increase
pressure and
effectively apply
heat.
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Cause analysis
• Automated weather
reports from
Environment Canada no
longer sent to control
room as issued. Only
available when staff
phone the weather
hotline.
• 5 snow warning alarms
from the computer
sensors on the roof
were not heeded.
• Complacency everyone
saw snow outside but
ignored it.
• Failed to effectively
implement the written
procedure.
• Staff were following an
unwritten and
understood “NO HEAT”
policy as opposed to the
Pre‐Snow procedure
outlined in the
snowmelt procedure
dated Nov 15, 2006.
• No effective attempt to
assess roof loading
during obvious snow
conditions.
• Absence of learning
from other roof crises in
this and other stadiums.

Recommended Corrective Action
• Subscribe to a “pushed”
automated weather service
for the control room.
• Develop and implement an
effective, clear and concise
pre‐heat, snow melt, snow
abatement procedure.
• Must include a process
when snow starts to ensure
procedure includes 1 fan in
each fan room for
circulation and heat to 23°.
Also a monitoring system
that allows for escalation to
the next level if
accumulation occurs.
• Allow for slow increase to
350 Pa if storm is intense
and accumulation is
building or snow melt
system failure.
• Train staff and supervisors
in the effective
implementation of this
procedure
• Ensure full investigation is
done on all roof in crisis
event.
• Establish a network of
sharing information with
other facilities.
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Root Cause
Lack of effective
policy, procedure
and training for
control room.

Cause analysis
• No familiarity with
potential crises
situations
• There are several silo’s
of staff and
management within
operations.
• No requirement for roof
system dynamics
knowledge or training
within operations.
• Missing and outdated
procedures regarding
roof in crisis and
application of pressure
and heat.
• Less than adequate
update or refresher
training process when
procedure, policy or
equipment change.
• Less than adequate
seasonal refresher
training.
• Less than adequate
formal and recorded
training process for
control room staff.

Recommended Corrective Action
Create a “MORE EFFECTIVE”
Operations team. One that is
able to adapt to changing events
by turning them into “dynamic
non‐events”.
This should be accomplished by
creating:
• familiarity with potential
crises situations
• a system that replaces
personal responsibility with
team effectiveness.
• a process that trains,
retrains and refreshes staff
in the roof system
dynamics and its ongoing
assessment.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Implement the interim
snow procedure from this
committee.
Train control room staff in
the interim procedure.
Immediately complete an
external driven audit of the
Operations department to
focus on effective policy,
procedures training and
supervision.
Conduct an OH&S program
audit.
Implement the
recommendations.
Develop a no‐snow
accumulation policy post it
and train.
Train staff in risk
assessment.
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Fault Tree Flow & Back‐up Explanations
Training

Collective
Blindness

Pre‐
conditioning
Procedures
Not Followed
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•
•
•

Lack of mission to keep roof up
Lack of understanding of roof structure & dynamics
Lack of refresher training on policies & procedures, some didn’t
even know about the revisions in p&p’s
• Lack of adequate training in snow abatement procedures
• How and when to do a risk or hazard assessment generally, building/
fall protection/ roof work/ roof in crisis/ or ??
• Everyone knew was snowing but was complacent as have had 12” of
snow on roof in past
• Roof was oblivious to snow accumulation
• Lack of understanding of roof loading, not equating 2” wet snow =
roof overloading = roof in crisis.
• No willingness to verify condition during snow melt delays (5x snow
melt alarms)
• Ignored warnings “freezing outdoor temperature, watch for snow”
• No pushed weather data or weather warnings (Environment Canada
issues weather warnings)
• There isn’t a policy on “No‐Snow on roof”
• Assumption control room sees
• Assumption by control room: sensors give accurate picture
• No “eyes”/no sensors to give a real picture of roof top
• “No big deal” as had seen more snow in past, caused over‐
confidence, led to not following pre‐snow procedure
• Culture of complacency
• Acted on unwritten/understood policy (needs approval to turn on
heat), an underlying assumption by all, but it’s not written in policies
and procedures
• The assumption caused people to lose independent ability to make
decision within the parameters of policy
• No one wanted to make decisions
• No one read the actual procedures
• Strayed from policy which resulted in a policy that is not
implemented, not a living document
• All of the above is causing people to lose sight of our mission: Keep
Roof Up.
1. In the original manual dated 1987: (this manual was not available in
the C/R on the date of the event)
− Vol 7, 2.0, Snow Accumulation was considered a roof emergency
− Vol 7, 2.2, Emergency Snow Removal
o If weather for severe conditions: if weight of ice/snow
becomes critical, lower the speaker cluster.
None of these were followed.
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Roof
Overloaded

2.
−
−
−
−
−
−

Revised procedures Nov 16, 2006
#1 not followed
#2 not followed
#3 not followed
#4, 15‐hr delay button was pushed without following #1‐3
#5 not followed, send someone on ring beam for assessment
#6 at this point panic!

•

Temperature alarm came in the night before at 23:13 for near
freezing outdoor temperature, watch for snow.
Multiple snow alarms on the day of the event. (5 alarms).
Snow on ground when people coming in to work
Snow observed sticking to roof panels through Terry Fox camera
Weather forecast
o Multiple forecasts with accumulations up to 2‐10 cm
o Rain/wet snow
Witness accounts: speaker cluster being very low in an odd angle,
ranged from 20 ft off the floor to touching the floor
Witness accounts:
o 3 inverted panels on west end
o Large area of roof “flat” – area defined by inner hangers of
satellite speakers
o Distorted roof cables, bent at odd angels
Photographs/video of snow on roof with time stamped, from 23
Degree, Winskell, architect, city inspector, etc.
Video of snow on roof, both high resolution and cell phone
Witness observations post collapse
o 12”‐18” of slush/snow on ring beam – drains frozen and
blocked
o Snow/ice observed on inverted roof panels
o 2” frozen snow on roof equipment boxes
o Snow/ice “stuck” or frozen to roof fabric
Too little too late
Roof was already inverted and likely at the point of no return.
Did not have any effect on the situation

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Snowmelt
Procedures

•
•
•

Lack of
•
Coordinated
•
Assessment to
Roof in Crisis
•

Rapid increase •
in Pressure
•
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Too many people in the c/r trying to fix the problem
No formalized attempt at assessment process to determine
appropriate action to be taken.
THIS LACK OF ADEQUATE ASSESSMENT INCREASED THE SEVERETY
OF THE NEXT SERIES OF EVENTS FROM WHICH THE ROOF DID NOT
RECOVER.
result of the pneumatic damper relief control system
pressure quickly went beyond the set‐point of 350 Pa, to about 520
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•
•
•

Pa within about 1.5 minutes
Not caused by human command or “flipping switches”
Fans were never instructed to go above the set point of 350 Pa.
Rapid increase in pressure is not a direct cause of fabric failure, but
the avalanche.

Trauma to
Panel

•
•
•

Avalanche created by rapid increase in pressure
Avalanche of snow/ice/water hit ring beam
Shattered Seiko clock

Flaw in Panel

•

Determined by engineer’s testing to be the initiating point only and
determined not likely causal.

West Triangle •
Panel Failure
Roof Deflation •
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Fact!
Fact!
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Root Cause and Direct Causes
Root Cause
Lack of Effective policy, procedure and training.
An Emergency Snow Melt Procedure (dated November 15, 2006,
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Appendix “F” – Emergency Snow Melt Procedures, Nov 15, 2006) was available in the
control room. However, it was not followed due to lack of effective policy, procedure as
there was a perceived unwritten policy in place, a culture of complacency, and lack of
training.
The Operations Policies and Procedures Manual (dated 1987) in the control room were
outdated. The process was started to update the manual in late 2005. The manual was
removed from the control room while the revision was underway. While parts of the
procedures were still left in the control room for reference, two critical procedures were
not available in the control room on the day of the incident: procedures for the Partial
Roof Panel, and Total Roof Panel Inversion. These two procedures would have been
greatly assisted control room personnel in dealing with the roof crisis.
Direct Cause #1
Failure to increase the building pressure and pre‐heat according to procedure.
The above Emergency Snow Melt Procedure offers clear and systematic approach that
must be applied to keep the roof free from snow accumulation.
When anyone or everyone saw snow flakes falling, the Control Room Operator should
have jumped immediately to step #2. This did not happen. In total there were 5
automated snowmelt pre‐warnings chiming in to indicate active snowfall on the roof,
and yet there was no implementation of the procedure to keep the roof free from snow
accumulation.
Pre‐heating of the building and increasing the pressure when the weather office first
forecast snow, and/or at least when snow was observed to be falling, combined with an
active snow watch on the roof, would have prevented the overloading of the roof and
this event.
The procedures were not acted on, because control room operators had very limited the
ability to see and monitor roof conditions, which led to delayed detection of roof crisis.
Direct Cause #2
Avalanche of snow, water and ice down the west triangle panel as a result of pressure
excursion.
During the attempted recovery of the inverted roof, there was no roof‐in‐crisis
assessment performed to determine the best course of action. This combined with the
“distress” in the control room, and the lack of proper crisis training and procedures,
resulted in a control system generated pressure spike. This pressure spike was the
direct result of the pressure and relief controller settings not being changed initially
when the computer pressure set‐point was changed. As such when there was no
apparent reaction from the pressure setting change, instead of stopping and conducting
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an assessment of the situation, it was decided to increase the pressure to the higher
setting.
Over a very short period of time, the pressure shot up from 250 Pa to 520 Pa then back
down. The roof at 520 Pa caused the roof to rise quickly and the unstable mass or pond
of water, snow and ice to move towards the West triangle panel. About 8,000 to 11,000
lbs of avalanche consisting of snow, water and ice travelled quickly from panel to panel
until it hit the ring‐beam and Seiko clock, causing a catastrophic failure of at the weakest
spot in the roof fabric at 12:46 pm. Had this avalanche been avoided, the roof would
not have failed. It must be noted that the engineer’s report (Appendix “G” – Geiger
Engineers’ Report Data, Sept 14, 2007, #207813 indicates “the degree of damage (in
fabric), however, would not have led to failure without the impact of the sliding mass.”
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Conclusion
The causal analysis of this event points directly to the lack of effective policies,
procedures and training as the root cause of this incident.
Over the life‐span of this air supported roof structure, a “culture of complacency”, has
grown. This culture of complacency formed an unofficial, unwritten policy in the minds
of many stadium operations personnel. “Heat is expensive”, and must be used only
when absolutely necessary. There was enough wiggle room in the loosely worded pre‐
snow condition and snowmelt procedure, that no one felt obliged to apply the heat.
Even though the operators knew they had the autonomy to apply heat at their
discretion, because of the unwritten but understood policy that made everyone shy
away from making the decision to pre‐heat the building. Generally speaking
complacency and culture had taken over to replace clear and concise policy and
procedures.
Furthermore, a general “blindness” and lack of understanding and training related to
the roof support system, operating within an environment where policies and
procedures were full of holes, had allowed snow accumulation to go unnoticed. Poor or
very little roof‐in‐crisis identification, assessment and training along with conflicting
control room systems all came into play to cause the damage to the west triangle panel.

Recommendations
The corrective actions clearly supported by this investigation can be broken into the
following 5 categories:
1. Create, inform, implement and post a “No Snow Accumulation” policy for the
roof. This policy would become the goal for the Stadium in keeping the roof up.
It defines the facility philosophy and makes it clear to all parties that every effort
will be made to prevent snow from accumulating on the roof.
2. Without further delay, complete an independent audit of Stadium Operations to
focus on policies, procedures and training then immediately implement the
corrective actions. This includes risk identification and management in Stadium
maintenance and operations.
− As an interim measure, until recommendations from this report can be
implemented, immediately review, revise then implement the “Snow
Abatement Procedure “, dated January 30th, 2007 which was created by this
committee.
− Redevelop the pre‐heat snow melt procedure into an effective, clear and
concise procedure which includes a 4 stage escalating process.
a. Stage 1 should move the building into level 1 preheat.
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b. Stage 2 moves the building into level 2 preheat and 300 Pa pressure
increase.
c. Stage 3 moves into snow melt mode, and
d. Stage 4 is physical snow abatement.
Redevelop or improve the snow abatement program for the roof, including
fall protection required, rescue plans, hot water dispersion.
Train C/R personnel and supervisors in the application of this procedure.
Develop a “Roof in Crisis” action plan, and then train staff.
a. Assess the effectiveness of the emergency roof procedures to ensure
they are adequate in an extreme loading situation and include a
procedure to lower the speaker cluster to the ground when loading is
observed or imminent.
Develop, implement and train personnel in roof access in all conditions. Also
develop and implement a procedure to ensure workers check on and off of
the roof with the control room.
Have proper, engineered anchorage points positioned on the roof structure,
to allow roof work such as snow removal, hot water dispersion; pumping of
inverted panels, repair and inspection work.
Assess the rooftop snow abatement equipment needs then purchase missing
equipment.
Train staff in the safe use of specialized roof equipment and conduct regular
drills at least annually.
Develop, maintain and implement a roof fabric emergency repair plan.
In cooperation with the roof engineers and with input from other stadiums
within North America, develop and implement a roof system training and
familiarization course for all personnel that work directly with the roof
system. This training should include a component on roof dynamics and
reaction.
Establish a network of information sharing with other air supported facilities
within North America with a view to preventing Roof in Crisis situations.

3. Immediately have a qualified person/agency, assisted by a qualified testing
laboratory conduct a physical assessment of the roof material and seams. Use
this assessment to develop a comprehensive roof action plan to maintain roof
integrity. Take the appropriate action.
a. Have the trained roof technician and an engineer conduct a full fabric
assessment of the area immediately adjacent to the ring beam and under
the skirt around the entire perimeter of the roof, then complete
necessary repairs.
b. Have a qualified agency conduct detailed tests on the remaining panels,
repair or replace as needed. This should include taking of samples of
seams, and roof fabric then subjecting them to structural testing in a lab.
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4. Consult with a qualified professional, knowledgeable in these roof systems,
assess, modify and update roof support control systems including a method for
the control room to see the roof and know when it is in crisis.
a. subscribe to an active “pushed” weather service to notify the control
room of any advancing weather systems that may adversely affect roof
support operations
b. Provide the control room with access to real‐time weather information
including forecasts and weather radar.
c. Install roof elevation sensors and appropriately located telephoto
cameras to give the control room the ability to see and sense a roof in
crisis
d. Upgrade the current control systems to avoid sub‐system conflicts which
can cause events such as severe pressure excursions.
e. Ensure the sensing devices are capable of interfacing with the Energrated
computer control system.
f. Develop a procedure along with the necessary control equipment
changes to allow the control room to lower the speaker cluster to the
ground when roof loading is observed or imminent.
5. Complete a comprehensive independent external audit of the Occupational
Health & Safety program of this facility and implement recommendations.
a. Undertake a comprehensive audit of the Occupational Health and Safety
Program and implement the recommendations.
b. Identify potential safety risks, develop and implement a clear policy
regarding risk assessment and appropriate action plan, i.e. power failure,
system failure, etc.
c. Develop and implement a clear policy to ensure of all roof crises will be
fully investigated and reviewed in this facility. Findings and lessons learnt
will be integrated into roof support training.
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Appendices
(A to H)
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Appendix “A” ‐ Roof Support Pressure Control Systems Description
Introduction:
When the Stadium was built in 1983 there was one system in place to control building
pressure. This system included 8 fan rooms, with two 100,000 cubic feet per minute
constant speed fans for a total of 16 fans. The control system includes two separate
subsystems receiving their measured pressure input from a static pressure transducer
located in the main Honeywell panel.
1. HONEYWELL PRESSURE CONTROLLER
The pressure controller is an electronic controller interfaced to a pneumatic system
controlling outside air and return air dampers in each fan room. In this mode the fans
are running at 100% discharging 100,000 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of air per fan.
Stadium pressure is controlled by varying the ratio of outside air coming into the
stadium and return air coming from within the building. If the pressure increases, the
system will start closing the outside air dampers and opening the return air dampers to
reduce the building pressure. If the pressure drops, the system will start closing the
return air dampers and opening outside air dampers to raise the building pressure.
2. HONEYWELL RELIEF CONTROLLER
The relief controller is a separate electronic controller with set point adjustment that is
interfaced with a pneumatic system to control a series of relief dampers located on the
Level 4 and 5 rings. When the building pressure rises over the set point, the relief
controller will send out a pneumatic signal to open up these relief dampers. The system
is a staged system that opens more dampers as the output signal rises. There are 7
damper stages and a signal change of 0% to 100% will take approximately 2 minutes to
fully open all relief dampers.
While in operation, this system will control the building pressure around the set point of
250 Pascals. The pressure control signature is such that there will be overshoots and
undershoots above and below set point of MINIMUM 50 Pascals. These over/under
shoots are inherent in a pneumatic (air) control system and are caused by delays
inherent in pneumatic systems. The advantages of the constant speed fan operations is
to maximize air movement, maximize amount of fresh air brought into the building and
to maximize both heating and cooling effects. The disadvantages include less precise
building pressure control and increased operating costs (more power consumption)
compared to ASD fan operation.
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1993 CONTROL SYSTEM UPDATE
In 1993 the stadium in partnership with B.C. Hydro Power Smart and the B.C. Buildings
Corporation, undertook an upgrade of the existing building control system. The old
Honeywell delta 1000 computer control system was upgraded to an Energrated DDC
(direct digital control) system and four Constant speed fans were converted to
Adjustable Speed Drives (ASD). These ASD fans were now capable of being directly
controlled by the Energrated DDC system. Solid state static pressure transducers were
installed in each of 8 fan rooms and the measured pressure input to the computer is
derived by averaging the “middle 6” transducer readings.
ASD Controller operation:
When ONLY ASD fans are in operation, the system controls stadium building pressure by
varying the speed of the fans. When this system is in operation, the “outside air”
dampers are opened to 100%. When the pressure rises above the set point, the
computer system will send an electronic signal to the ASD fans causing them to slow
down and thus reducing the amount of outside air that they bring into the stadium. This
will result in a reduction in the building pressure to maintain the set point value. As the
stadium pressure drops below the set point, the computer system will then increase the
speed of the ASD fans resulting in an increase in the amount of outside air they bring
into the building. This will result in an increase in building pressure to maintain the set
point value.
The overall result is very precise pressure control with overshoot and undershoot from
set point limited to no more than 20 Pascals and also the ability to react very quickly to
any disturbances in building pressure caused by operation of large airlock overhead
doors and other sources of air loss within the building.
When this system is in operation the overall air circulation in the stadium is reduced and
because the ASD fans operate in the lower portion of their power curve, they are more
efficient and use less energy then the constant speed fans that are operating at 100% all
of the time.
COMBINED CONSTANT SPEED FAN/ASD FAN OPERATIONS
Depending on operational requirements, the two independent control systems can be
operated together, combining the simultaneous operation of both Constant speed fans
controlled by the pneumatic pressure/relief control system and the ASD Fans controlled
by the Energrated DDC computer system.
In general this mode of operation is used when there is increased vehicle traffic
operating inside the stadium ( show move‐ins/out, Turf conversions) to try to mitigate
the effects of pollutants generated by the operation of internal combustion diesel,
gasoline and propane engines inside the stadium while at the same time having more
precise pressure control.
When ASD fans are operated at the same time as constant speed fans, the setting of the
constant speed pressure and relief controllers must be altered.
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For a building pressure set point of 250 Pa on the computer (ASD setpoint) the Constant
speed pressure controller must also be set to 250 Pa, but the Relief Controller must be
set 50 Pa higher to a value of 300 Pa.
The reason for this offset is to prevent the Relief controller from interacting/interfering
with the operation of the ASD Fans. In effect, by raising the set point on the relief
controller 50 Pa higher, the relief system is “isolated” and the relief dampers will only
begin to open if the pressure rises above 300 Pa.
In this mode of operation, the ASD control system by default, takes on the roll of
primary pressure control. The reason for this is that the ASD system is very quick to
respond to either an increase or decrease of pressure from set point, and the constant
speed pressure controller because of its slow speed will only respond to larger pressure
changes.
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Appendix “B” – BC Place Roof Loading Calculations
Introduction:
The purpose of the following calculations is to illustrate the limitations and boundaries
of having extra weight on the air supported roof and how this weight affects the ability
of the air supported structure to support both the weight of the normal roof in addition
to the weight of extraneous loads such as snow.

Definitions and Assumptions:
The following data forms the foundation for the calculations:
ROOF AREA = 360,000 square feet
ROOF WEIGHT (including fixtures/attachments) = 256 imperial tons (512,000 lbs)
1 Pascal pressure = .020885 pounds per square foot (psf)
110 Pascal = minimum pressure required to support 256 ton roof

In addition to the data, the reader also needs to understand that for a given building
pressure, all of the pressure will not be affective in supporting weight. The reason for
this is that the roof has curved surfaces and a majority of the pressure exerted against
the curved surface of the roof acts at an angle that makes it less than 100% opposed to
gravity. (Vector force) Hence the lifting effect of the pressure is reduced and it
becomes a vector sum. It is important to calculate a value for this vector effect in order
to calculate roof loading at various operating pressures.
Because the true weight of the roof is known, (256 tons) and we know the pressure at
which the roof begins to be supported (a value of 110 pascals observed and recorded
during the inflation on Jan. 19/07) we can calculate an empirical value for this “pressure
effectiveness” factor. You can think of this 110 pascal pressure as the equilibrium point
or the pressure at which the roof weight is in balance with the lift generated by the
pressure.

110 Pascal lift calculation:
110 Pa x .020885 psf/Pa = 2.3 psf = pressure at which the roof begins to lift based on
inflation observations (equilibrium point at which there is just enough pressure to hold
the roof up)

Lift generated by 2.3 psf = roof area x pressure
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= 360,000 square feet (sf) x 2.3 psf
= 828,000 lbs
= 414 tons
The roof weighs less than 414 tons. Since we know the true weight of the roof we can
calculate an empirical “pressure effectiveness factor” or conversion factor.
Conversion factor = Actual weight of roof/lift generated at 110 Pa
= 256 tons/414 tons
= .62
What this conversion factor tells us is that the pressure is only 62% effective in actually
generating “lift”.
With this conversion factor we can now calculate the true lift generated at 250 Pa. This
was the stadium pressure set point setting on the day of the roof collapse.
250 PACSAL CALCULATION
Lift generated at 250 Pa = 250Pa x .020885 psf/Pa x 360,000 sf (roof area)
= 5.2 psf x 360,000 sf
= 1,872,000 lbs
= 936 tons
Effective lift at 250 Pascals pressure
= 936 tons x pressure conversion factor
= 936 x .62
= 580 tons
580 tons is the total weight that can be supported with an operating pressure of 250
pascals. (roof weight + safety margin)
Based on a stadium pressure of 250 Pascals, we can now calculate the amount of excess
weight or safety margin that the roof can bear, over and above the roof weight. This
value will be the difference between the “lift” generated by 250 Pa and 110 Pa:
Excess weight margin = 580 tons ( weight supported by 250 Pa) – 256 tons ( weight
supported by 110 Pa)
= 324 tons.
The value of 324 tons represents the maximum excess weight bearing capability of the
stadium roof at an operating pressure of 250 Pa. This can also be thought of as the
safety margin. If additional loads are added to the roof, they cannot exceed this safety
margin of 324 tons. Once this safety margin is exceeded, the roof will no longer be able
to support itself and will begin to descend or fall. It should be noted that due to
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increased loading in the area of the main speaker cluster, that this area will be more
sensitive to excess loading.
300 Pascal Calculation
Lift generated at 300 Pa = 300Pa x .020885 psf/Pa x 360,000 sf (roof area)
= 6.3 psf x 360,000 sf
= 2,268,000 lbs
= 1134 tons
Effective lift at 300 Pascals pressure
= 1134 tons x pressure conversion factor
= 1134 x .62
= 703 tons
703 tons is the total weight that can be supported with an operating pressure of 300
pascals. (roof weight + safety margin)
Based on a stadium pressure of 300 Pascals, we can now calculate the amount of excess
weight or safety margin that the roof can bear, over and above the roof weight. This
value will be the difference between the “lift” generated by 300 Pa and 110 Pa:
Excess weight margin = 703 tons ( weight supported by 300 Pa) – 256 tons ( weight
supported by 110 Pa)
= 447 tons.

SNOW/PRECIPITATION DENSITY CALCULATIONS
There are two ways that we can analyze and estimate the loading of the roof.
1.) Calculate the loading created by 2 inches of heavy wet snow as observed by
witnesses.
2.) Use the precipitation data from the Kitsilano weather station to calculate roof
loading.
CALCULATION BASED ON 2 INCHES OF SNOW
The next step in this process is look at the snow load that was on the roof on the day of
January 5, 2007. Based on witness observations, photographs and video evidence, the
type of snow that fell was characterized as “wet slushy snow”.
This is indicative of “high density snow” or heavy snow.
Various technical sources ( cyberspace snow and avalanche center, Natural Resources
Canada, Simetric bulk materials properties) give a range of densities for snow ranging
from as little as 50 kg/cubic meter to as much as 500 kg/cubic meter for heavy wet
snow.
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For the purposes of these calculations we will use a lesser conservative mid point value
of 250 kg/cubic meter for the density of snow.
The first step will be to convert this metric density value of 250 kg/cubic meter into
imperial units of pounds per cubic foot.
One cubic meter = 35.3 cubic feet
1 Kg = 2.2 pounds
250 kg x 2.2 pounds/kg = 550 pounds
Imperial density = 550 lbs/35.3 cubic feet
15.58 pounds/cubic feet
We can then calculate the weight of one inch of snow at this density by dividing the
value by 12 to get the weight of one inch of snow over one square foot of area.
15.58 / 12 = 1.3 lbs per square foot.
We can now calculate the weight of one inch of snow on the roof by multiplying by the
area of the roof by the weight of snow per square foot.:
Weight of 1 inch = 360,000 sf x 1.3 lbs/sf
= 468,000 lbs
= 234 tons.
The weight of 2 inches of snow would then be double this weight or 468 tons.
Based on our calculations, at a pressure of 250 pascals, the roof would only be able to
support 324 tons. Therefore 2 inches of wet snow would exceed the safety margin of
324 tons by a value of 144 tons. It is also important to note that because of increased
loading due to the weight of the speaker cluster, the diamond roof panels in this area
will be in distress before panels in other areas. Witnesses who went up on the ring
beam shortly after the roof collapse reported that there was approximately two inches
of snow on the lids of the roof equipment boxes. Photographic evidence shows uniform
coverage of snow over the entire roof. (3 photo sequence taken of the west side of the
stadium from apartment).
From the photos and witness observations it is evident that there were two separate
forms of precipitation on the roof the morning of the collapse. The first being a
uniform coating of wet snow that eventually froze to the roof fabric. The second form
consisted of rain and slush that fell on top of the frozen layer of snow.
As the roof load began to approach the balance point the entire top section of the roof
began to flatten. As the roof approaches critical loading, it becomes very soft
structurally and small increases in loading past this point easily caused increased
deformation. Due to the increased load of the main speaker cluster, the western
section of the roof in the area of the speaker cluster began to deform and at least 3
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diamond panels inverted in this area. This set up a collection point and water and slush
began to drain into this area creating a pond. Shortly before the west panel was
damaged, witnesses observed the roof cables in this area bent downward and water
pouring out of one the roof dome vents.
This perhaps gives some understanding as how 2 inches of heavy wet snow could cause
the air supported roof to be in a state of crisis. Once the weight exceeded 324 tons, the
roof would begin to show signs of deformation and start to lower in elevation. The
situation was compounded by having a uniform snow load that froze to the roof as well
as the addition of mobile water and slush that accumulated on top of this frozen layer.

LOAD CALCULATIONS BASED ON PRECIPATION DATA
Between the hours of 4AM and Noon 17.6 mm of precipitation fell at the GVRD
Kitsilano weather station. (See appendix D WEATHER DATA) Precipitation falling in the
form of snow is melted and converted to water to obtain an mm water value.
The density of water at 4 degrees C = 62.4 lbs per cubic foot
One square foot of water, one inch deep weighs 5.2 pounds or 5.2 pounds per square
foot (psf)
One inch = 25.5 mm
We now have the data to calculate the weight of one square foot of water 17.6 mm
deep:
17.6 mm/25.5mm/inch x 5.2 lbs/ft = 3.6 pounds per square foot
We can now calculate the loading on the roof if we assume that all of the precipitation
that fell on January 5, 2007 fell and stayed on the roof in the form of snow:
Total weight = roof area x precipitation loading (psf)
= 360,000 square feet x 3.6 pounds/square foot
= 1,296,000 lbs
= 648 tons
The excess weight margin at an operating pressure of 250 Pa as calculated above was
324 tons. We can see that based on the data there was more than enough precipitation
that fell from the hours of 4AM to Noon, to overload the roof. We realize that not all of
the precipitation stayed on the roof as some fell in the form of rain and would have
drained off. Even if we make a conservative estimate and assume that only half of the
precipitation stayed on the roof (324 tons) the reader can see that this is the value of
the excess weight margin or safety buffer at an operating pressure of 250 Pa. This is the
balance point to put the roof in crisis.
INCREASED LOAD SAFETY MARGIN AT 300 Pa
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When looking at the lifting capacity of the roof at the pressure of 300 Pa and the
associated safety weight margin on 447 tons the reader can see that the safety margin is
increased by 123 tons. This is why the roof pressure is increased when the snow melt
system is turned on. The increase in pressure from 250 Pa to 300 Pa allows the roof to
support a load increase of 38%. This value is not proportional to the pressure increase
(20 % is the net increase in pressure: 300Pa‐250Pa/250Pa). The reason the respective
load increase is greater than 20% is because the roof weight remains constant.
Therefore at 250 Pa the maximum weight supported is 580 tons and the dry roof load is
256 tons or 44 % of the total load supported.
At an operating pressure of 300 Pa the maximum weight supported is 703 tons. The dry
roof load remains constant at 256 tons or 36% of the total load supported. You can see
that the percentage of the lifting force at 300 Pa used to support the roof weight
decreases allowing more the lifting force to be available for the extraneous load.
This is why increasing both heat and pressure is so important during snow conditions.
When the snow melt system is turned on, the building pressure set point is
automatically increased to 300 Pa. This 50 Pa or 20% increase in pressure, increases the
load safety margin by 38%. During snow conditions this 38% increase in load safety
margin becomes critical to combat roof overloading if snow is allowed to accumulate on
the roof.
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Appendix “C” – Roof Support Snow Melt System
The stadium has a snow melt system that is capable of melting snowfall at the rate of 6
inches per hour. The massive snow melting infrastructure was incorporated into the
stadium design as a result of the multiple roof failures experienced by the Minneapolis
Metro Dome and the Silverdome in Pontiac Michigan. Both facilities were air supported
domed stadiums that lacked large scale snow melt systems. Consequently a majority
their roof failure incidents were related to roof snow loading.
The system is composed of two elements. The first is a “snow melt warning” system
that alerts the control room operator when there are snow conditions on the roof and
the second components are the physical system consisting of steam control valves, fan
room steam coils and ring beam level snow melt dampers.
When in snow melt mode, all operating fan rooms are switched to full heat and the roof
support dampers are configured to direct heated air in between the outer roof fabric
and the inner roof liner. Air plenum temperatures achieved are typically between 35 to
50 degrees Celsius. The stadium upper ring beam consists of a hollow plenum that
encircles the entire stadium. In snow melt operation, special dampers open up to allow
the heated air from the fan rooms into this hollow ring. Additional dampers in this ring
are located in the space between the outer roof fabric and the fabric inner liner. These
dampers open allowing the hot air to be “injected” directly between these fabric layers
to maximize the heating of the outer roof fabric and thus maximizing the ability to melt
snow on the roof.
There is a snow melt warning system that is designed to alert control room operators if
there are snow conditions present on the roof.
The system consists of temperature sensors and 4 precipitation sensors located outside
on the ring beam level of the stadium and roof. If the temperature is at or below 2
degrees Celsius and any of the 4 precipitation sensors are sensing the presence of
moisture, the Energrated control system will generate a printed and audible SNOW
MELT alarm in the control room.
Once the snow melt alarm comes in, the Control Room operator has 1 hour to verify
snow conditions and prepare the roof control system for snow melt operations before
the system automatically switches to snow melt mode. The preparation process
consists of verifying snow conditions by walking outside or using outdoor cameras,
phoning the steam plant to notify them that the stadium will be drawing large amounts
of steam and configuring the roof support system by turning on additional fans. The
operator also has the option of pressing a “15 hour delay” button which delays the
activation of the snow melt mode for 15 hours.
When snow conditions clear, i.e. the temperature rises above 2 degrees and or the
precipitation sensors no longer detect moisture, the control system will generate a print
out on the system printer notifying the control room operator that snow conditions
have ceased.
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Control room operators have the option of “locking in” the snow melt signal on the
Energrated computer. If the operator does not “lock in” the signal, the snow melt
system will turn off automatically when the sensors indicate that snow conditions have
ceased. The “lock in” option is used when the snow melt system has been activated and
the operator wants to ensure that the system does not automatically shut down when
snow conditions are periodic.
In full snow melt operations the stadium draws over 100,000 pounds per hour of steam.
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Appendix “D” ‐ Inverted Panel Loading Calculations
Prior to the collapse of the stadium roof, witnesses reported seeing at least three
“diamond” panels that had inverted. An inverted panel occurs when some form of
excess load in the form of snow, water or ice collects on the panel. This weight exceeds
the ability of the air pressure acting upwards on the panel to support the panel causing
the panel to go from the normal convex outward form to an inverted or concave shape
or form.
The damage to the west triangle panel was initiated by an avalanche of snow, water and
ice. Based on eyewitness reports, the mass contained in these three inverted panels
moved down the roof in an avalanche. The minimum weight of the snow load is
equivalent to the total force in pounds being exerted upward by the air pressure
subtracted by the weight of the diamond panel (diamond panel dead weight)
This is the equilibrium point for the panel. Any loading on the diamond panel exceeding
this weight will cause the panel to invert, as the pressure forces can no longer support
the weight.
We can use 2 methods to calculate an approximate minimum value of the weight
contained in these 3 panels, to give some idea of the magnitude of the avalanche.
Each square or diamond panel has an approximate dimension of 39 feet wide by 39 feet
long. For a total square footage of 1521 square feet.
Diamond panel area: 1521 square feet.
Building pressure at time of inversion = 250 Pascals
Conversion 1 pascal = .020885 pounds per square foot (psf)

Method #1
Based on obtaining the true weight of the area of the diamond panel by calculating an
average roof weight per square foot based on a roof weight of 256 tons.
Average roof dead load = total roof weight/total roof area
Average roof dead load = 512,000 lbs/360,000 sf
Average roof dead load = 1.4 lbs/ft squared (psf)
Dead load of diamond panel = diamond panel area x average roof dead load
= 1521 square feet x 1.42 psf
= 2160 lbs
Force exerted by roof at 250 Pa = 250 Pa x .020885 psf/Pa = 5.22 psf
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Pressure conversion factor = .62 (see derivation from roof loading calculation)
Force exerted by pressure over the area of one diamond panel:
Force = 5.22 psf x .62 x 1521 sf
Force = 4923 lbs
Minimum snow load = Force – panel weight (dead load)
= 4923 lbs – 2160 lbs
= 2763 lbs
This is the balance point of the diamond panel. Any additional mass over and above
2763 pounds will cause panel inversion to occur. As seen below we multiply this value
by 3 to get a value that represents the mass of 3 inverted panels. This value equals 8289
pounds or 4.1 tons
Method #2
The Engineer’s report gives a dead weight loading for the diamond panels in the area of
the main speaker cluster. As this is the area where panel inversion occurred, we can use
this data to calculate the weight required to invert one diamond panel in this area.
Dead weight loading of diamond panel = 144 Pascals. The remaining pressure is
available for the support of additional load or the safety margin.
250 Pa – 144 Pa = 116 Pa. This is the value given in the engineer’s report that
represents the safety margin available to support any additional loading. (Appendix C
item 10)
To convert this value to weight we convert this value to psf and multiply by the area of
the diamond panel:
Minimum load to invert panel = 116 Pa x .020885psf/Pa x 1521 sf
= 3684 lbs
This value represents the minimum load required to cause inversion of one diamond
panel in the vicinity of the main speaker cluster.
Each diamond panel can support a maximum of 3684 pounds at an operating pressure
of 250 Pa. In order to invert a panel, the weight of snow, water and ice must have
exceeded this value of 3684 pounds. We can then make a conservative conclusion that
in order to cause a panel inversion; there must be a MINIMUM of 3684 pounds of excess
weight on the panel.
We can then calculate a Minimum value of the weight of 3 inverted panels:
3 x 3684 pounds = 11,052 pounds, 5.5 tons or 5036 kilograms.
This is an absolute minimum value. The weight of the avalanching mass of snow, water
and ice was greater than this value.
This figure in reality would be higher for two reasons. The first being that once the
panel began to invert in this area, water and slush from adjacent panels would begin
draining into the pond increasing the mass. The second is because we have not factored
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in the mass of the snow on the triangle panel. When the avalanche reached the triangle
panel, it would have a minimum mass of 5.5 tons. Then as it continued to slide down the
triangle, it would increase in mass is it collected the snow that had accumulated on the
triangle. The final mass that collided with the ringbeam/clock would include the original
5.5 tons plus the weight of the snow on the triangle plus the weight of any additional
mass that drained into the inverted area from adjacent panels.
Obviously Method #1 results in a mass that is less than Method #2. Both calculations
give the reader a ball park minimum value of the mass of snow, water and ice that
avalanched down the roof damaging the west triangle panel.
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Appendix “E” ‐ Weather Data
Source:

Environment Canada

Location:

Vancouver Airport

Periods Covered:

4 Jan 18:00 to 5 Jan 13:00

Date/Time

Weather

Temp

(GMT)

Wind Dir.

(deg C)

Wind Speed

Gusts

(kph)

(kph)

Jan 04 2100

A few clouds

5

W

56

67

Jan 04 2200

Clear

5

W

43

59

Jan 04 2300

Clear

5

NW

50

63

Jan 05 0000

Clear

4

NW

50

59

Jan 05 0100

Clear

4

NW

44

56

Jan 05 0200

A few clouds

4

NW

43

Jan 05 0300

Clear

4

W

33

46

Jan 05 0400

Clear

3

NW

30

41

Jan 05 0500

Clear

3

W

24

Jan 05 0600

Clear

3

W

28

Jan 05 0700

A few clouds

2

W

28

Jan 05 0800

A few clouds

3

W

22

Jan 05 0900

A few clouds

4

W

9

Jan 05 1000

Cloudy

2

E

7

Jan 05 1100

Overcast

2

E

15

Jan 05 1200

Rain

2

E

20

Jan 05 1300

Mixed Rain
Snow

1

E

22

Source:

GVRD ‐ Kitsilano

Location:

Kitsilano

Period Cov’d:

5 Jan 01:00 to 5 Jan 13:00

Time

0100

0200

0300

0400

0500

0600

0700

0800

0900

1000

1100

1200

1300

Wind (kph)

8

12

11

10

11

10

13

13

13

13

14

14

13

Direction
(deg)
Precipitation–
Water Equiv
(mm)
Temp (C)

80

80

77

74

73

71

67

68

70

68

73

69

70

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.8

0.0

2.0

1.8

1.8

2.2

3.6

4.8

1.6

2.3

1.9

1.9

1.1

0.7

0.7

0.8

1.1

0.9

1

1.2

1.3

1.7

Time

Accumulated Precipitation

12:00 AM – 4:00 AM

Dry

4:00 AM – 6:00 AM

1.4 mm (water equivalent) of wet snow

7:00 AM – 11:00 AM

11.4 mm (water equivalent) of wet snow and rain

11:00 AM – 12:00 PM

4.8 mm (water equivalent) of rain and wet snow
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The following are the actual forecasts issued by the Environment Canada weather office
from the afternoon of January 4th to the end of the day on January 5th, 2007.
These reports were sent to the committee at our request by Gregory Pearce from the
Environment Canada weather office.
FORECASTS FOR THE SOUTH COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ISSUED BY
ENVIRONMENT CANADA AT 5.00 AM PST THURSDAY 4 JANUARY 2007 FOR TODAY AND FRIDAY. THE NEXT
SCHEDULED FORECAST WILL BE ISSUED AT 11.00 AM.
GREATER VANCOUVER.
TODAY...CLOUDY WITH SUNNY PERIODS. 40 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS THIS MORNING EXCEPT WET
FLURRIES OVER HIGHER TERRAIN. WIND BECOMING NORTHWEST 40 TO 60 KM/H THIS MORNING. HIGH 7.
TONIGHT...CLOUDY. 60 PERCENT CHANCE OF RAIN OVERNIGHT EXCEPT WET SNOW OVER HIGHER TERRAIN.
WINDY. LOW PLUS 3. FRIDAY. RAIN. AMOUNT 30 TO 40 MM. BECOMING WINDY. HIGH 8.
FPCN11 CWVR 041845
FORECASTS FOR THE SOUTH COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ISSUED BY ENVIRONMENT CANADA AT 11.00 AM
PST THURSDAY 4 JANUARY 2007 FOR TODAY AND FRIDAY. THE NEXT SCHEDULED FORECAST WILL BE ISSUED
AT 4.00 PM.
GREATER VANCOUVER.
TODAY...CLOUDY WITH 70 PERCENT CHANCE OF RAIN SHOWERS OR WET FLURRIES NEAR NOON. CLEARING
THIS AFTERNOON. WIND NORTHWEST 40 TO 60 KM/H. HIGH 7.TONIGHT...A FEW CLOUDS. INCREASING
CLOUDINESS NEAR MIDNIGHT THEN RAIN EXCEPT WET SNOW OVER HIGHER TERRAIN. AMOUNT 5 MM.
WINDY. LOW PLUS 3. FRIDAY...RAIN EXCEPT WET SNOW OVER HIGHER TERRAIN EARLY IN THE MORNING.
AMOUNT 30 MM. BECOMING WINDY. HIGH 8.
FPCN11 CWVR 042351
FORECASTS FOR THE SOUTH COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ISSUED BY ENVIRONMENT CANADA AT 4.00
PM PST THURSDAY 4 JANUARY 2007 FOR TONIGHT FRIDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHT. THE NEXT SCHEDULED
FORECAST WILL BE ISSUED AT 5.00 AM FRIDAY.
GREATER VANCOUVER.
TONIGHT...A FEW CLOUDS. INCREASING CLOUDINESS LATE THIS EVENING. WIND NORTHWEST 40 TO 60
KM/H DIMINISHING TO 30 THIS EVENING THEN BECOMING SOUTH 20 OVERNIGHT. LOW PLUS 2.
FRIDAY...PERIODS OF RAIN EXCEPT WET SNOW OVER HIGHER TERRAIN EARLY IN THE MORNING. AMOUNT
20 TO 30 MM. WINDY. HIGH 8. FRIDAY NIGHT...PERIODS OF RAIN. AMOUNT 10 MM. WINDY. LOW PLUS 5.
UPDATED FORECASTS FOR THE SOUTH COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ISSUED BY ENVIRONMENT CANADA
AT 4.02 PM PST THURSDAY 4 JANUARY 2007 FOR TONIGHT FRIDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHT. THE NEXT
SCHEDULED FORECAST WILL BE ISSUED AT 5.00 AM FRIDAY.
GREATER VANCOUVER.
TONIGHT...A FEW CLOUDS. INCREASING CLOUDINESS LATE THIS EVENING. WIND NORTHWEST 40 TO 60
KM/H DIMINISHING TO 30 THIS EVENING THEN BECOMING SOUTH 20 OVERNIGHT. LOW PLUS 2.
FRIDAY...PERIODS OF RAIN EXCEPT WET SNOW OVER HIGHER TERRAIN EARLY IN THE MORNING. AMOUNT
20 TO 30 MM. WINDY. HIGH 8. FRIDAY NIGHT...PERIODS OF RAIN. AMOUNT 10 MM. WINDY. LOW PLUS 5.
FORECASTS FOR THE SOUTH COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ISSUED BY ENVIRONMENT CANADA AT 5.00
AM PST FRIDAY 5 JANUARY 2007 FOR TODAY AND SATURDAY. THE NEXT SCHEDULED FORECAST WILL BE
ISSUED AT 11.00 AM.
GREATER VANCOUVER.
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TODAY.PERIODS OF SNOW CHANGING TO PERIODS OF RAIN THIS MORNING. RAINFALL AMOUNT 20 TO 30
MM. BECOMING WINDY. HIGH 8.
TONIGHT...PERIODS OF RAIN ENDING OVERNIGHT THEN CLOUDY WITH 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF
SHOWERS. AMOUNT 10 MM. WINDY. LOW PLUS 5. SATURDAY...CLOUDY WITH SUNNY PERIODS. 30
PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS CHANGING TO 70 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS LATE IN THE
MORNING. WINDY. HIGH 7.
FPCN11 CWVR 051343 AAA
UPDATED FORECASTS FOR THE SOUTH COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ISSUED BY ENVIRONMENT CANADA
AT 5.42 AM PST FRIDAY 5 JANUARY 2007 FOR TODAY AND SATURDAY. THE NEXT SCHEDULED FORECAST
WILL BE ISSUED AT 11.00 AM.
GREATER VANCOUVER.
TODAY...PERIODS OF SNOW CHANGING TO PERIODS OF RAIN THIS MORNING. SNOWFALL AMOUNT 2 CM.
RAINFALL AMOUNT 20 TO 30 MM. BECOMING WINDY. HIGH 8. TONIGHT...PERIODS OF RAIN ENDING
OVERNIGHT THEN CLOUDY WITH 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS. AMOUNT 10 MM. WINDY. LOW
PLUS 5. SATURDAY...CLOUDY WITH SUNNY PERIODS. 30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS CHANGING TO
70 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS LATE IN THE MORNING. WINDY. HIGH 7.
FPCN11 CWVR 051446 AAB
UPDATED FORECASTS FOR THE SOUTH COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ISSUED BY ENVIRONMENT CANADA AT
6.45 AM PST FRIDAY 5 JANUARY 2007 FOR TODAY AND SATURDAY. THE NEXT SCHEDULED FORECAST WILL
BE ISSUED AT 11.00 AM.
GREATER VANCOUVER.
SNOWFALL WARNING IN EFFECT. TODAY...PERIODS OF SNOW CHANGING TO PERIODS OF RAIN THIS
MORNING. SNOWFALL AMOUNT 2 CM EXCEPT 10 CM OVER HIGHER TERRAIN. RAINFALL AMOUNT 20 TO 30
MM. WINDY. HIGH 8. TONIGHT...PERIODS OF RAIN ENDING OVERNIGHT THEN CLOUDY WITH 30 PERCENT
CHANCE OF SHOWERS. AMOUNT 10 MM. WINDY. LOW PLUS 5. SATURDAY...CLOUDY WITH SUNNY PERIODS.
30 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS CHANGING TO 70 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS LATE IN THE
MORNING. WINDY. HIGH 7.
FPCN11 CWVR 051901
FORECASTS FOR THE SOUTH COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ISSUED BY ENVIRONMENT CANADA AT 11.00
AM PST FRIDAY 5 JANUARY 2007 FOR TODAY AND SATURDAY. THE NEXT SCHEDULED FORECAST WILL BE
ISSUED AT 4.00 PM.
GREATER VANCOUVER.
SNOWFALL WARNING IN EFFECT. TODAY...PERIODS OF RAIN. RAIN AT TIMES MIXED WITH SNOW NEAR
NOON. SNOWFALL AMOUNT 2 CM EXCEPT 10 CM OVER HIGHER TERRAIN. RAINFALL AMOUNT 20 TO 30
MM. WIND SOUTH 40 TO 60 KM/H BECOMING SOUTHWEST 30 GUSTING TO 60 EARLY THIS AFTERNOON.
HIGH 6. TONIGHT...PERIODS OF RAIN ENDING OVERNIGHT THEN CLEARING. AMOUNT 10 MM. WINDY.
LOW PLUS 4. SATURDAY...CLOUDY WITH SUNNY PERIODS. 40 PERCENT CHANCE OF SHOWERS IN THE
AFTERNOON AND EVENING. WINDY. HIGH 6.
FORECASTS FOR THE SOUTH COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ISSUED BY
ENVIRONMENT CANADA AT 4.00 PM PST FRIDAY 5 JANUARY 2007 FOR TONIGHT SATURDAY AND
SATURDAY NIGHT. THE NEXT SCHEDULED FORECAST WILL BE ISSUED AT 5.00 AM SATURDAY.
GREATER VANCOUVER.
WIND WARNING IN EFFECT. TONIGHT...PERIODS OF RAIN ENDING OVERNIGHT THEN CLEARING. AMOUNT
15 TO 25 MM. WIND SOUTHEAST 40 KM/H EXCEPT SOUTH 70 OVER SOUTHWESTERN SECTIONS EARLY
THIS EVENING. WIND BECOMING WEST 40 TO 60 EARLY THIS EVENING. LOW PLUS 4. SATURDAY...A MIX
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OF SUN AND CLOUD. WINDY. HIGH 6. SATURDAY NIGHT...PERIODS OF RAIN. AMOUNT 10 MM. WINDY.
LOW PLUS 3.
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Appendix “F” – Emergency Snow Melt Procedures, Nov 15, 2006

PRE SNOW CONDITIONS
Steps to follow if it’s going to snow in the next few hours.
#1
Start of your shift. Phone Environment Canada and find out what the forecast is going to
be for that day or night. Phone number 604‐664‐9010 recorded messages.

#2
If the weather station is calling for 1 to 5 centimeters of snow starting in the next few
hours with a slight possibility of snow all day or night. Phone the steam plant at
604‐688‐9584 or use the hot line and let them know how much steam you will be using
to warm the building (not for snow melt yet).

#3
Make sure there are (4) four constant fans and (1) one A.S.D. fan running. All (5) five fan
rooms must have the heat on. Keep the set point close so that the steam supply
(heating) is around 55/60% only. Make sure that you are not on floor heat mode. As the
building temperature starts to rise and the set point is the same or close to the building
temperature the steam demand (heating) will drop. Raise the set point a little so that
the steam supply (heating) goes back up to 55/60% again while bringing the building
average temperature up to 18 degrees. If the building average temperature does not
gain at least one degree in one hour, you must turn on more fans with the set point set
so that the steam supply (heating) does not go over 55/60%. Depending on how cold it
is outside will determine how many fans it will take to bring the building average
temperature up to 18 degrees. Check with the weather forecast at least once every
hour.

#4
If it has started snowing, the Pre‐warning timer should have started counting down from
60 minutes to 0. At which point the snow melt program would start if you haven’t
pushed the snow melt delay button. Before the Pre‐warning timer counts down to 0 you
should push the snow melt delay button. The snow melt delay will give you 900 min. or
15 hrs of delay. You can over ride this time by turning the (M) dial up or down on the
snow delay timer. In doing this you would start the snow melt program immediately.
Note: Central Heat advises us to phone them one (1) hour ahead of the time when we
have the possibility of using steam over 20,000 pounds per hour.
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#5
If the latest weather forecast is now calling for snow flurries for the rest of the day or
night. Bring on one constant fan in each fan room and replace the A.S.D. with a constant
fan. Bring the building average temperature up to 23 degrees C. keeping the set point
close so that the steam supply (heating) does not go over 55/60%. You should be able to
keep the snow melting with the building set point at 23 degrees C. and with one
constant fan on in each room. You can keep an eye on the roof with the roof camera. If
you are not sure if the snow is melting fast enough, send someone on the ring beam and
walk around the roof checking the amount of snow on the fabric. If the snow is starting
to build up and the forecast is for more snow, prepare for snow melt.

#6
Preparing for snowmelt
First call the steam plant and let them know that you intend to use between 50,000 and
80,000 pounds of steam very soon. Check and make sure that all fan rooms have one
constant speed fan on. Make sure that both air damper controllers at the central
control panel are set at 300 PA. Make sure that “Building Pressure Set Point” at the
Energrated computer is set for 300 PA. “Auto Mode” Go to the control panel and turn
the snow melt on by turning the (M) dial up or down on the snow melt mode timer.
Then click on the (sensors signal override box) on the Energrated computer system on
master menu #2. This will prevent the snow melt mode from turning off if one of the
two conditions drop off. Once the system is in snow melt make a phone call to Brian
Griffin and Bob Maveety to let them know what is going on. Use the roof camera and go
up on the ring beam every hour and check to see if the snow is melting. Keep checking
the supply air temperature on the computer for each fan room to make sure the
temperature is above 40 degrees C. Since steam valves can only be opened when the
fan is running in that room. The amount of steam/heat been used during snow melt can
be reduced by turning off fans if all the snow is melting as it hits the roof. The warm air
in the ring beam is common and having four, six or eight fans on will send air up
between the fabric to the entire roof. Having this kind of control will help us cut down
our steam cost considerably.

#7
Stops snowing
If it stops snowing call the weather station and find out what the forecast is for the rest
of the day or night. If the forecast is for no more snow for the next 8 hours, send
someone on the roof and make sure that all the snow on the fabric has melted. Then
call the steam plant and let them know how much steam you will be using then go back
to heating the building with four constants and one A.S.D. fan. One of the conditions
must not be there, like no snow or the outdoor temperature is above +2 degrees C.
Have the set point set at 16 degrees.
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If you are still in snow melt but the conditions do no warrant it. You can get out of snow
melt by doing the following.
#1

Turn off fan in fan room #8 from computer or from central control panel.

#2

Wait three minutes and turn off fan in fan room #7.

#3

Wait another three minutes and turn off fan in fan room #6.

#4

Wait another three minutes and turn off fan in fan room #5.

#5

Set all “Space Temperature Set Points” to 23 degrees C.

#6

Press the snow melt delay button.

#7

System is now back in manual control (system now returns to normal).

#8

Central Heat should be informed if we are not using steam over 20 KDP for a
long period of time after snowmelt mode reset.

If the forecast is for more snow in the next few hours stay with the four constant and
one A.S.D. fan but have the set point at 18 degrees. Keep an eye on the roof and when it
starts snowing again turn on the rest of the constant fans. Make sure there is one
constant fan on in each fan room. Have the set point set so that the steam supply
(heating) does not go above 55/60%. Call the steam plant and let them know how much
steam you will be needing. Move the (M) dial up or down on the Pre‐warning timer if
you want to go directly into snow melt or push the snow melt delay button so that the
system goes into a fifteen hour delay.
This is not written in stone.
Please read and make comments and or suggestions on a piece of paper or e‐mail me so
we can get this Snow Melt procedure doable.
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Appendix “G” – Geiger Engineers’ Report Data, Sept 14, 2007, #207813
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Appendix “H” – Listing of Photographs and Video Clips, in CD format
Report Photos:
1. 23 degrees still.jpg
2. ringbeam.jpg
3. collapse sequence 1.jpg
4. collapse sequence 2.jpg
5. collapse sequence 3.jpg
6. ringbeam roof condition shortly after collapse.jpg
7. speaker cluster support cables and roof vents.jpg
8. 15m speaker cluster position.jpg
9. roof in normal profile.jpg
10. overloaded roof taken by Pau Winskell copyright.jpg
11. Seiko clock glass fiber.jpg
12. Seiko clock imbedded glass fibers.jpg
13. Seiko clock.jpg
14. energrated computer for ASD control.jpg
15. Honeywell panel.jpg
16. ringbeam camera.jpg
17. roof cam monitor pan left.jpg
18. roof cam monitor center.jpg
19. roof cam monitor pan right.jpg

Report Videos:
− 23 degrees time lapse
− Global News: Crew on ring beam
− CTV News: Expo Blvd Clip
− CTV News: Ring beam spillover
− Skonenblades: Cell phone video footage
− Paul Winskell: Video Clip of roof deflating
− Paul Winskell: Still from Video
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